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It's finally happened...a new technology that addresses your needs.
TotalControl is now at your fingertips; and the opportunities are staggering.
Imagine being able to offer your subscribers up to eight
instantly addressable tiers of programming...A family movie tier,
an adult movie tier, a sports tier, and up to five more.
You can even offer "specials" on a pay-per-program basis.
For your financial security, late paying subscribers can be remotely switched off
and "floating" decoders can be permanently deactivated. This security is unmatched.
We'll send you the complete TotalControl story in a new free booklet.
Just call our Locator Operator toll-free at 800-323-6556
(in Illinois, 800-942-6345) and ask for the Oak CATV information desk.

OAK
Communications
Inc.
Crystal Lake. 'limo's 60014

Telephone 815 459 5000

CATV
Division
TVVX

910.634-3353
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Richard M. White, Vice President, Engineering
for Vision Cable Communications, Inc. of New
York, N.Y. had this to say in arecent letter to us:
"...Thank you and your associates for the
excellent technical support supplied by General
Cable through all phases of design and construction of our recent submarine cable crossing
in our Bergen County, New Jersey system.
"Our primary concern was to install acable
with superior mechanical strength and high
specific gravity while still retaining the same
electrical characteristics as your standard Fused
Disc Cable.
"Your cable design incorporating helically
applied round copper wires under the jacket
provides an excellent optimization of these
criteria and results so far have been highly
satisfactory.

"Further, Iwas delighted at your ability to
provide Fused Disc III cable for application at
400 MHz and beyond. VCC has been aleader in
the development of 400 MHz systems and twoway services with one 400 MHz system in the
pre-construction stage already and with several
franchises pending where we have specified 400
MHz operation:'
Whether you're going in the ground, up in the
air or under water. General Cable can provide a
Fused Disc III cable construction ideally suited
to your installation. Write or phone us for an
information package.

General
-CableV CATV
aGK Technologies company

DIVISION

Customer Service Center. 800-526-4241, 201-636-5500 (From NJ)
General Cable Company, CATV Division, 1Woodbridge Center, PO. Box 700, Woodbridge, NJ 07095

o Transient Surge Damage Is Yourl
urs

If-you
RMS 'POWER•KING 4 p
r
supply series for asignificant increase in
performance reliability, while greatly reducing
•maintenance and operational cost, then don't blame us.
Models PS-30, PS-60 and PS-60/30 Regulated AC Power Supplies.

e,,,

ELECTRONICS. INC

IONA

RMS ELECTRONICS, INC.
50 ANTIN PLACE
BRONX, NY 10462
CALL COLLECT (212) 892-1000
TOLL FREE (800) 223-8312
Canadian Representatives: Deskin Sales Corp.
1978—RMS Electronics, Inc.

Commission Considers Slashing Tickets
WASHINGTON—If the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) doesn't alter its course soon, operators of
broadcast stations and cable systems will be looking for a
new way to determine the technical competence of
technicians and engineers. The FCC has already abolished
the Third Class radiotelephone license, and is considering
doing the same to First Class and Second Class tickets as
well.
Ninety- six station operators responded to an inquiry by
the Commission, and turned up equally divided (48-48) on
whether or not to abolish the licenses. Supporters of the
license requirement said they preferred to hire an operator
who has "demonstrated some degree of technical knowledge and ability by passing a required examination."
However, a study done for the FCC by the Georgia Institute
of Technology concluded, in part, that possession of a
license "does not assure such technical competence."

CRED
News
at a
Glance

Cox Tests Home Banking
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA—Cox Cable Communications
and HomeServ, Inc., will offer the first bank-at-home via
CATV service late this year in San Diego, according to a Cox
spokesperson. Around 200 homes will take part in Cox's
Mission Cable System experiment, joining financial institutions yet to be named.
The largest CATV system in the United States with
175,000 subscribers, the Cox system will be used as a pilot
project of the INDAX system in conjunction with its decision
to be a vendor for The Source, as a basis of the company's
future steps into two-way service.
Bell Computer Plans Cable Work
ATLANTA—A new Bell computer system that can conduct a
dialogue with its operator—both asking and answering
questions—identifies the work components needed for
cable-placing and splicing projects, and then generates a
tentative work schedule, and computes useful data for
tracking work progress.
Called Mechanized Standard Time Increment Calculation
(MSTIC), the interactive system is usually operated by a
clerk in an engineering office or construction management
center. The operator uses a keyboard terminal to exchange
information with a computer programmed to ask prompting
questions.
Before scheduling the job, a construction supervisor
surveys the site and makes corrections in the computer's
estimate, if needed, to account for unusual working
conditions.
Construction supervisors can add data on actual
worktime to the information already stored by MSTIC for
progress-report preparation and lost-time calculations.
The system is now available to all Bell System companies
through Western Electric,
Subscription Television Industry Forms Association
The Subscription Television Association (STVA) has
been formed by five of the seven companies operating in the
STV field. The new STVA president is Rinaldo Brutoco, of
Universal Subscription TV.
Other STVA members include Wometco, American
Subscription TV, National Subscription TV and Subscription
TV of America.
C-ED IUSPS 300-510) is published monthly on behalf of all parties, including the Society of Cable
Television Engineers (SCTE), interested

the advances of broadband technologies. by Titsch

Publishing. Inc, 2500 Curtis Street rP O. Box 5400 TA) Denver, Colorado 80217 Copyright' Titseh
Publishing, inc., 1980. All rights reserved. Subscription Price 1year. $20. Canada and Mexico add
96 00, and other foreign subscribers add 912.00 per year. Controlled circulation paid at Denver.
Colorado. POS'lMASTER Please send form 3579 to P.O. Box 5400 TA, Denver, CO 80217.
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Channel space. Used to be that there wasn't enough to go around. But
the story is different now. The explosion in cable technology, providing
more channel space on the coax, has been matched by revolutions in other
carrier technologies.
This issue of C-ED takes a look at another of those channel space
providers, Multipoint Distribution Services (MDS). The Special MDS
Section in this issue features a look at how the technology works, who is
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using it, and what the future holds for MDS operators.
We also take a look at Bloomington, Minnesota in our System Profile,
where a Cox MDS system competes peacefully with three CATV systems.
Other features in this issue include a look at Bell Labs' new digital
compression technique, which makes it possible for the phone company
to pump video signals over their two-wire voice circuits. We also take a
look at U.S. Tower's new satellite antenna system, which can "see" eleven
satellites at once, and at negative security systems for CATV operations.
We are also featuring the members of SCTE's Board of Directors in
interviews in our SCTE Comments section. Governing members of the
society speak out on various society programs in advance of the Board of
Directors meeting scheduled for the Playboy Club in Great Gorge, New
Jersey, the middle of this month.
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Protect your picture with our new expandable antenna.
The new Hughes earth station antenna will keep
the "sparklies" from interfering with your game plan.
Whenever you need extra gain, for any reason, our
antenna easily converts from 5to 6meters, delivering 43% more receiving area and more than 1
/ dB
2
1
additional gain.
That's just the start of advanced
features to protect your picture—
and your profits—now and in the future. For example, Hughes' unique
expandable antenna survives winds
of 125 mph, preventing problems
and saving repairs.
Acarousel mount and anti-friction
roller bearings make it easy to set-up
and, later on, to redirect the antenna
to other satellites.
And options tailor it to your opera-

tion, whether you're in astrong or weak signal area.
This remarkable new antenna is part of acomplete earth station, developed, built, and supported
by Hughes. Complete with an advanced receiver
system. it keeps you ready for anything, including new satellites, transponder
changes, and EIRP degradation.
For details, contact Hughes Microwave Communications Products,
PO. Box 2999, Torrance, CA 90509,
or call 213/534-2146.
Lean on the leader to keep ahead.

111111:10WINE HUGHES commumumons
PRODUCTS

Call Our service number any time, day or
night: 213/534-2170.

What if the latest TV sets had such improved
circuitry that they could inadvertently
unscramble apay TV picture ... and you
had just finished installing the last of your
10,000 piece order of addressable
descramblers at anywhere from $90 to $200
per unit?
Fortunately it hasn't happened yet, but, with technology moving so fast, it could happen. That's why
we're glad we still make the best and only single
and multi-channel cable traps*, band-reject filters, and band-pass filters in the industry. And even
though our cable traps and filters have no glamour,
they still give you the best pay TV security you can
à
.
et at the least cost per pay subscriber. And that's
why more and more systems have been buying
our cable traps over the years in spite of every new
idea that comes on the market.

Why not give us acall. Then all you have
to do is sit back and make money.
VITEK ELECTRONICS, INC.
4Gladys Court, Edison, NJ 08817
(201) 287-3200 •TELEX — VITEK-EDIN
'U.S. Patent No. 4004257

VITEK

e

A Subsidiary of AUGAT*,

SCTE Comments

SUE
CHAIRMAN
Harold R. Null
Storer Cable TV

PRESIDENT
Lawrence C. Dolan
Mid-State Communications

EASTERN VICE PRESIDENT
Jerry O. Bybee
American TV & Communications

Conversations
With The Board
by Dennis DuBe'

Chief Engineer for Potomac Valley TV

How do members of SCTE feel

Cable in Cumberland, Maryland, for 20

about the Society? How can the

years, Grabenstein is moving to Ocala,

WESTERN VICE PRESIDENT

Society be more useful to its mem-

Florida, to work for the Microdyne

Richard Covell
Sylvania CA TV Division

bership? I asked these and other

Corporation as an applications

questions of a dozen SCTE Board

engineer.

SECRETARY

members during the month of August

"We have been having regularly

James Grabenstein
Potomac Valley TV Cable

in telephone interviews conducted

scheduled meetings in our region for

TREASURER

from C-ED's Denver offices.

about six years," he said. "We are on a

What Igot as answers surprised me

three month schedule, which means

Kenneth Gunter
U-A Columbia Cablevision

in some ways, and in other ways was

about four meetings every year. That's

no surprise at all. The real reason

more than any other chapter in the

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

behind the phone calls was to intro-

country." He pointed out the diffi-

Judith Baer
Washington Office
1900 L Street NW., Suite 614
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 293-7841

duce myself to the Board members, to

culties in getting publicity for events at

help me associate names, voices and

the chapter level, "If there is some way

faces in SCTE. But what the series of

that the magazine could help with this,

calls turned out to be was a review of

it would be very useful," he said.

SCTE's activities.
REGIONAL DIRECTORS
REGION 1
Kenneth D. Wall
Western Communications, Inc.

REGION 2
Larry Flaherty
U-A Columbia Cablevision

Ifirst called Ralph Haimowitz,

Kenneth Hancock, on the other
hand, urged C-ED and society mem-

whom Ihad met at the CATA show in

bers to pay a little more attention to

Snowmass, Colorado. Iasked him

Canada. "One of the things that a

what was happening with the Southern

number of society members in Canada

branch of SCTE. "The southeast

feel is that an awful lot of society effort

region does not have an organized

is directed toward the states and very

chapter," he said. "Georgia has a

little up here," he said. "Certainly the

chapter, and they seem to be active,

magazine could assist in that effort,"

REGION 3

but Alabama dropped theirs. Every-

he said, "by giving publicity to the fact

Michael J. Gardner
Cox Cable of Oklahoma City

body seems to be happy with the job

that there is a Canadian region, and

SCTE is doing at the national level, and

that there are a number of members up

they don't seem to have the time or

here."

REGION 4
Thomas Jokerst
Quincy Cablevision

REGION 5
Ralph A. Haimowitz
Indian River Cablevision

REGION 6
Thomas Bird
Rollins Cablevision

effort to do something regionally."
Haimowitz felt it important to point

Hancock, now with the consulting
firm of Phillip A. Lapp in Ottawa,

up the fact that SCTE, CATA and

Ontario, noted that the environment

NOTA compliment each other in their

for the Canadian cable operator was

efforts to influence legislation and

different thatn that for U.S. cable

make the world better for cable. "It

operators, due to the differing regu-

works out pretty well," he said.
Richard Covell, from GTE Sylvania

latory environment in Canada. "We
should address the interests and needs

REGION 7

CATV Transmission Systems in El

of the Canadian region, and the dif-

Robert Tenten
Manhattan Cable TV

Paso, Texas, felt that local meetings

ferences that exist between the

were important. "I'd like to see us put in

Canadian needs and the general needs

some more effort on chapter meetings

in the states," he said.

REGION 8
Kenneth Hancock
Philip A Lapp Ltd.

AT LARGE DIRECTORS
Michael F. Jeffers
Jerrold Electronics Corp.
Martin J. Moran
Toner Cable Equipment, Inc.
A.H. "Abe - Sonnenschein
Hughes Microwave Communications Products
James Stilwell
Times Mirror and Cable

and local meetings at SCTE," he said.
"If you have a reasonable fee and good

Thomas Jokers,

Engineering

Director for Continental Cablevision in

instructors, the industry will supply the

Quincy, Illinois, also expressed a

people to teach."

sentiment for more local activity. "It's

"We've got to give these guys in the
field a chance to get out there and
learn," he said.

too expensive for companies to send a
lot of people to seminars in distant
locations," he said. "With the registra-

James Grabenstein, SCTE's Sec-

tion fee, transportation and housing,

retary, remarked that he was proud of

you will find that companies are

the level of activity in Region 6, where

reluctant, and that people are reluctant

he has been working and residing. The

to go. We want to get people to the
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and Chapter News
point of being able to do their job," he
said. "We want to advance people, to
help them develop themselves. That is
the purpose of the Society. But we
have to have technical information
coming in and available to these
people that they can understand."

October 15-16, 1980

SCTE Seminar To Cover
Text And Data Delivery

"Historically it's the people that are

The 1980 SCTE Conference on

out there on the firing line, who are
climbing the poles, that need the help,"

Emerging Technologies will explore
various text and data delivery systems

scheduled for audience participation.
session is John LoPinto. The luncheon
speaker will be Bill Donnelly, Vice

Conference chairman for the 1980

he said. "I know the stuff reasonably

and provide an in-depth look at the

well myself, but that's the area where I

engineering and management issues

President and Group Supervisor of

have the most difficulty; finding quali-

confronting the broadband/cable

New Electronic Media, of Young &

fied people and training them."

television industry.

Larry Flaherty, the Region 2 direc-

Set for the lush Playboy Club in

Rubicam. He will speak on "New Media
Activities and Advertising in Cable."

tor, allowed that since he had just

Great Gorge, New Jersey, the seminar

changed jobs, he hadn't gotten much

will focus on domestic and interna-

organized for the states of Colorado,

tional projects, and will help in defining

party, especially for new SCTE mem-

Idaho, Montana, New Mexico, Texas

problems, potentials, applications and

bers. The reception will be hosted by

and Wyoming. "It's difficult to find the

executions of text and data systems.

SCTE Board member Marty Moran.

The conference will also feature a
"Welcome To SCTE" wine and cheese

right kind of program idea," he said.

The conference will be formatted to

Advance registration is $200 for

"We are thinking of trying to do some

assist decision-making executives,

members, and $300 for non-members.
Rooms are available at the Playboy

activities that the cable companies

managers, engineers, designers and

could pay for that wouldn't be as

regulators involved in the expanding

Hotel for $49 per night. Registration

expensive as sending people away for

business of cable/broadband com-

prices will be significantly higher at the

conferences.

munications. Sufficient time has been

door.

"We have about 60 SCTE members
here at UA -Columbia in San Antonio,
but Iam the only one who gets out a
couple of times a year to the SCTE
seminars. It's not in the budget to send
that many people to seminars, with

SCTE Offerings

Tapes Get Rave Reviews

transportation and money and the
whole thing. It costs about $500 just to

The videotapes released by SCTE

send somebody somewhere and put

have been getting rave reviews from

to produce the tapes," she said, commenting that the tapes were an excel-

him up, if not more, so the company

members who have seen them. C-ED

lent way of getting training material to

interviewed several SCTE members

the systems. "There will be more

He mentioned the value of SCTE's

during the last weeks of August, and

videotape programs because they are

new videotape series, which is

encountered repeated praises of the

an extremely effective training vehicle,

designed to be useful to the local

tapes.

especially for this industry, because

won't do it.

operator and technician. "That's astep
in the right direction," he said.

SCTE President Larry Dolan called
the tapes "really great" and said that

the VTRs are built into the cable
industry.

Jerry Bybee, ATC's North Central

although there was a lot of good

"We will continue to produce the

Regional Engineer and SCT's Eastern

information around for the cable

tapes as long as the response warrants
the tremendous upfront investment we

Vice President, agreed with that

technician, it was hard to get. "The

sentiment. "The small guy who pays

tapes are a good way of doing it," he

have to make," she said. "We have

his society dues can't get time off,

said.

invested about $50,000 for the first ten

or the financial backing, to go to our

Larry Flaherty, another member of

seminars," he said. "We have in a way

the SCTE Board of Directors, echoed

tapes, and we are still in the hole."
Tape titles are Confident Climbing

concentrated on the upper echelon

Dolan's remarks. "I think that the SCTE

Classroom, Confident Climbing Field

SCTE and upper echelon company

videotapes are a step in the right

Demo, CATV SLM Basics, CATV SLM

personnel. We are not really doing

direction," he said. "This is getting the

Errors and Accuracy, Video Test Signals, Video Waveform Measurements,

anything for him," he said. "Our

information to the right people. The

support for the local meetings on the

tape on pole climbing was especially

HF RF Sweep Generator Basics, RF

majority has been bad.

good, and it's possible that we will be

Sweep Generator Applications, CATV
Converter Repair Procedures, and

"I'd like to see something supportive

showing some of the tapes at some of

of the guys in the field," he said, noting

our meetings." Flaherty also thought

Multi-Channel Converter Alignment.

that the existing SCTE programs

the tape on reading signal level meters

Tapes are $75 per copy, and may be

shouldn't be trimmed to provide new

was good.

services, but that additional directions
should be sought.
10 C-ED October '80

SCTE Executive Vice President
Judith Baer agrees. "We will continue

purchased by sending a pre-paid order
to SCTE at 1900 L Street N.W., Suite
614, Washington, D.C. 20036.

Comtech's new
3meter Earth Station
Antenna.
HIGH PERFORMANCE,
LOW COST
AND GUARANTEED
ACCURACY

Comtech Antenna offers more
than 17 years experience on
space applications and advanced prototypes in the communication's field. Through
good engineering design, we
maximize the performance of
our system while reducing the
cost to you. So before you buy,
take aclose look at Comtech
Antenna.

•

• Maximum application feed horn, with 75% aperture efficiency,
provides over 40 dB gain.
• Newly-developed splice plate enables the dish to be separated
into only 3sections for easy transportation. It also ensures dish
accuracy for future conversion to 12 GHZ.
• Metallized fibercloth replaces conventional flame spray coating.
• One-piece fiberglass backing hat keeps the dish surface rigid
even under high wind conditions.
• El/Az mount with speedy slip adjustments for fast and efficient
positioning.
• Our strong single mast mount system eliminates the need for a
costly patio.
• Delivery is immediate at alow shipping weight (550 lbs.).
For further information, call
Comtech's Small Aperture Consultant at (305) 892-6111 or
send in this coupon for our 3M
Data Sheet with all the specifications on Comtech's newest
Earth Station Antenna.

-1

Comtech Antenna Corporation
3100 Communications Road
P.O. Box 428
St. Cloud, Florida 32769
Name
Company

Address

Comtech Antenna Corporation
3100 Communications Road
RO. Box 428
St. Cloud, Florida 32769

City

I
IPhone

l

State

Zip
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NEWS

Warner Amex
Institutes Job Training
Program In Cincinnati
CINCINNATI—Warner Amex Cable

Warner Amex Cable Communica-

Philadelphia, Detroit, Chicago, Cin-

Communications, Inc., of Cincinnati

tions, Inc., ajointly owned company of

cinnati, New Orleans and San Francisco.

has announced that it will recruit job

Warner Communications, Inc. and the

candidates in the greater Cincinnati

American Express Company operates

Brown said he expects about 200

area for training as cable TV installers

148 systems in 29 states serving some

local and out-of-town students to be

and technicians.
Each male and female applicant
selected will receive 13 weeks of

700,000 subscribers. QUBE systems
are currently under construction in
Pittsburgh and Houston.

intensive training in the areas of
manual, intellectual and psychological
skills. The curriculum will cover more
than 15 hours of classroom work and
320 hours of on-the-job training. All
students will be compensated during
training, and the additional personnel

Telcom Partnership
Appoints Larry Brown
President of Cablevision
Training Center

will augment the existing Warner Amex
staff of installers and technicians

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI—Larry A.

serving the greater Cincinnati.

of newly formed Cablevision Training

Brown has been appointed president

Gustave M. Hauser, co-chairman,

Centers, Inc., a national and St. Louis

president and chief executive officer of

area education facility designed to

Warner Amex said, "The training

prepare minorities and economically

program, which will concentrate on

deprived individuals for employment

young people from an age group

and business opportunities within the

trained at the Centers' headquarters

where the unemployment rate is most

cable television industry.

during its first year of operation. Aftera

severe, has been designed to not only

Designed to initially train cable TV

ease this pressing community need but

installers, technicians and linemen at

ing program, students will be hired for

to also provide Warner Amex with

its St. Charles County headquarters

on-the-job training by several national
and local cable TV companies.

two-month classroom and field train-

highly skilled, qualified technicians to

beginning in September, the Centers

serve our growing network of cable

are a joint venture of Telcom Engin-

Cablevision Training Center has

systems within the greater Cincinnati

eering, Inc., an international telecom-

received support of various federal

area."
Warner Amex has constructed a

munications firm based in West St.

Comprehensive Employment Training

Louis County, and Teleprompter

Act Prime Sponsors (CETA) and the

33,000 square foot two-way, interactive

Corporation, New York, the nation's

Private Industry Council of Metro-

QUBE cable TV facility in Blue Ash,

largest cable television company.

politan St. Louis, an organization of the

Ohio, to eventually serve 42 greater

Brown will direct development and

Regional Commerce and Growth

Cincinnati communities that have

expansion of the Cablevision Centers'

Association. The Center is a certified
member of the Missouri Association of

awarded the company cable TV fran-

training programs and use of minority

chises. These communities offer Warner

resources throughout the United

Private Career Schools, and has been

Amex a potential of more than 170,000

States. He also will be chief liaison with

endorsed by the International Bro-

homes. QUBE interactive TV allows

private industry, labor and government

therhood of Electrical Workers

subscribers to "talk back" to the studio

agencies.

(IBEW). The Missouri Department of

by means of response buttons on

Cities currently under considera-

specially designed home consoles that

tion by Brown for establishing training

has participated in development of the

are "electronically linked" to the QUBE

programs similar to that based in St.

Training Center programs.

installation.

Louis include New York, Boston,
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Elementary and Secondary Education

Continued on page 21

Get acquainted
with the
Supennarketplacé
for CATV
Equipment Supplyt
NORTH
SUPPLY Me)
North Supply Company • 10951 Lakeview Avenue
Lenexa, Kansas 66219 USA •Phone: 913-888-9800
Telex: 426388 • 11NX: 910-749-6494

(SOO) 255-645S
products for you at 11
distribution centers coastto-coast.

e

We're North Supply, introducing aproduct/seivice
combination like you've
never seen before!

Start with delivery. We
ship from stock within
24-48 hours, surface freight
prepaid and allowed. That
goes for any size order,
large or small.

e.
e
ttitoi

Not only can we sell you equipment, we
also offer aunique leasing program, featuring quick approval with no run-around.
The North Supply Leasing Program means
you can have the equipment you need
immediately, without alarge cash outlay.

\).

And our product experts
can give you sound advice
in selecting components
and designing systems.
Access to this in-depth
knowledge is as fast as aphone call.
We carry only the most
up-to-date, brand name
products, including:
• Connectors
• Electronics and Earth Stations
• Splitters, Taps and Passives
• Underground Products
• Wire, Cable and Strand
You save on storage and inventory costs,
because North Supply warehouses these

And, our computerized
inventory control system
monitors your order from entry to shipment.
For these reasons and more, North Supply
is a source you'll want to get to know.
Start by sending for our free introductory
Supennarketplace. catalog. Or phone us
today.
Cable, hardware and more now available for immediate delivery. Call tollfree (800) 255-6458.

NORTH
SUPPLY
COMPANY
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TIMES TECHNOLOGY BRINGS
54 CHANNEL CAPABILITY
DOWN TO EARTH.

The face of CATV is changing ... growing ... with new
metropolitan franchises demanding pay channels,
tiered programming, and a
host of proposed future
services.
Times'4000 serieslumifoam
Ill trunk and. feeder cable
now brings standard 54
channel capability to the
CATV industry... .to let you expand your programming as
your system grows.
All 4000 series cables are
100% sweep-tested for premium electrical performance
from 5 to 500 megahertz...
at no premium in price. And
'Lumifoam Ill's
high performance, foam dielectric
compound offers superior
handling
and
installation
characteristics.., making it
easy to plan ahead for expanded programming.
No special orders... No extended waiting time.. Just
down to earth expanded
channel capability at no
extra cost.
For more information, speak
to your Man From Times. Or
contact us at 358 Hall Avenue,
Wallingford, CT 06492, telephone (800) 243-6904.

ir

Times Wire 8( Cable
The #1 Cable Company

DIVISION OF TIMES HEIR COMMUNICATIONS, INC

An

Company

,we put alittle
r
enlor
in our line...
for you
Texscan Corporation takes pride in announcing its recent
acquisition of MSI. Since 1972, MSI has been the leading
supplier of automated digital equipment, truely the pioneer in
the CAP/ industry. MSI is now apart of TexscanfTheta-com's
outstanding CATV capabilities and service, including 400MHz
testing and distribution equipment.
Texscan/MSI otters the finest, most sophisticated character
generation equipment available with over 2500 systems
operating in the industry today, and we're ready right now to
serve you.
We've put all our services together to give you the finest,
most reliable line of CAP/ equipment possible. Check us out
today, let aTexscan/MSI character generator put alittle color
in your life.

Texscan/MSI
3855 South 500 West
Suite S
Salt Lake City, Utah 84115
(801) 262-8475

Texscan Corporation
2446 N. Shadeland
Indianapolis, Indiana 46219
(317) 357-8781

Texscan/Theta-Com
2960 Grand
Phoenix, Arizona 85017
(602) 252-5021
(800) 528-4066

Distributed in Canada by Comm-Plex Electronics

Continued from page 12

Scientific-Atlanta To
Furnish AP Satellite
Antennas, Cable Atlanta
Set-Top Terminals
ATLANTA,

GEORGIA—Scientific-

Atlanta, Inc., has signed an agreement
to furnish its new 3-meter antenna to
California Microwave, Inc., of Sunnyvale, California, for its satellite ground
stations. The ground stations will be
used by The Associated Press for
satellite distribution of audio and
newswire service. It is anticipated that
up to 400 antennas will be delivered in
1980, with total deliveries expected to
reach 900 by the end of 1981.

California Microwave, Inc., has

accounts, receive statements and pay

previously purchased ScientificAtlanta antenna products for its satel-

bills electronically from their living
rooms, according to Ron Alsop of the

lite communications systems. These

Wall Street Journal.

purchases include a large quantity of

Banc One, in cooperation with

4.6-meter antennas for the Mutual

OCLC, Inc., a non-profit corporation

Broadcasting System and several 11meter antennas for domestic satellite

that operates a nationwide computer
network for libraries, will provide aTV-

stations in Oman.
Scientific-Atlanta has also signed

telephone interface device that will
allow customers to dial up the com-

an agreement with Cable Atlanta for
over $1 million worth of set-top ter-

puter, view their accounts, and order
payments made directly from Banc

minals. The initial order is for 15,000 of

One's facilities, all by telephone.

Scientific-Atlanta's Series 6700 SetTop Terminals. Delivery to Cable

Although just an experiment, Banc
One officials have been considering

Atlanta is expected in the fall of 1980.
Cable Atlanta's 1,600-mile cable TV
system will offer over 50 channels of

the system for several years. Approxi-

programming to 200,000 homes in
Atlanta and suburbs.
The set-top terminal order brings to
$4.6 million Cable Atlanta's total

,,,

iii111111111

orders for Scientific-Atlanta equip-

;MI1,1111111

ment. Earlier orders included Scientific-Atlanta's newly introduced
400 MHz 50-channel distribution
equipment. Cable Atlanta also has
ordered Scientific-Atlanta's satellite
earth stations, headend receiving and
processing products and related
Scientific-Atlanta introduced the 3meter antenna in January, 1980. The 3meter antenna consists of compact
components that can be economically
transported and assembled. Special
handling equipment is not required for

equipment.

Columbus Bank
Customers Transact
From Home

installation at remote sites or on roof

COLUMBUS—Customers of Banc
One Corp, a Columbus holding com-

tops.

pany, will be able to view their bank

mately 200 families will
the program, according
officials. Other features
tem will provide include

participate in
to Banc One
that the sysencyclopedia

access, public library card catalog
information, and community information, such as schedules of public
meetings.
Future services may include loan
applications, weather information and
home consumer shopping, an official
said.

Biddle Introduces
Cable Fault Dector
CANTON, MISSISSIPPI—A radar
cable fault detector is being marketed
by the Biddle Company of Plymouth
Meeting,

Pennsylvania, which

promises to simplify the process of
finding aults in CATV cables.
Recently tested on lines of Canton

The SPC-3000 Convertor:
Single-Piece,
Compact,
Economical
•Smallest single-piece und on the market (10'2
5" x 3") •Delivers 35 Channels •Minimum
installation/maintenance costs •Parts completely interchangeable with MCC-3000 Remote
Control Model •Industry sstrongest warranty
Western Regional Office
Eastern Regional Office

128 S W

153rd Street • Seattle, WA 98166 • (206) 246-9330

35 Corporate Woods #209 •9101 West 110 Street • Overland Park, KS 66210 • (913) 381-7469

Thanks

for your readership support!

*ED

Cablevision and M-R Cable TV of
Canton, Mississippi, on both aerial and
underground installations, the equipment not only gives automatic readouts of the distance between the set
and the fault, but also displays the
characteristic of the fault on an
oscilloscope screen, which helps
determine the cause of the fault.

Communicarons-Engineering Digest
Reporting the Technologies of Broadband Engineadng

Comsearch
Will Clear the Way

The radar-based device operates on
either AC or DC with internal
rechargeable batteries, and locates and
indicates the distance to single or
multiple faults or taps from one foot to
80,000 feet away. Variable pulse widths
and continuously variable horizontal
shift and horizontal magnification to
5X are said to provide clarity and
precise viewing of the display, according to the Biddle Company.
with our wide spectrum of communications engineering services:
• Satellite earth station interference
studies and site selection
• RFI measurements
• Terrestrial frequency planning (for
common carrier, private, CARS
and STL microwave)
• Field survey
• Coverage patterns for MDS and land
mobile
II System design
II Consulting services

COMSEARCH
INCORPORATED

7633 Leesburg Pike/Falls Church, Virginia 22043

703/356-9470

The company claims that the set will
cut down on the time and labor needed
to locate faults. Previously, maintenance crews had to use a procedure
called "the halving method" in which
the fault was located by backtracking
down the cable from a known point
until the fault was passed. This procedure was especially difficult when
more than one fault was involved.
The equipment can also be used to
test new installations, locate unauthorized taps and measure cable
lengths. Additionally, according to the
Biddle Company, the set can be operated by less skilled personnel than
oscilloscopes, ohmmeters and other
expensive pieces of equipment.

Alarm, Telco Groups
Eye CATV
Alarm Industry Set To
Oppose Cable Franchises
"Since Iknow of no instance where
a cable company has voluntarily
decided to cooperate with the alarm
industry by making its cable available
on a reasonable and equitable basis, I
must reluctantly conclude that it will
not happen unless we make it happen."
With those words, Norman Rubin,
president of Supreme Burglar Alarm
Corporation and chairman of the
National Burglar and Fire Alarm Association (NBFAA) Cable TV Committee
signaled the new policy of the NBFAA
to oppose cable TV franchise applications in any city, if the application
includes provision of security services
by the CATV operator.
"Although most cable companies
have adopted a conservative 'wait and

NBFAA investigate the possibility of

Nashville, Tennessee; Jefferson

having language inserted in the Com-

County, Kentucky, and the Borough of

munications Act Rewrite to "protect

Queens, New York.

the alarm industry from unfair com-

Rubin also charged that the cable

petition from a cable network monopoly."

industry press has been blind to the
advanced technology of the security
industry. "The lavish praises assigned

Speaking before the annual meeting of the NFBAA this spring, Rubin
reviewed the development of two-way
cable technology since TOCOM's
pioneering efforts in the early 70s, and
cited several cities where alarm
industry representatives have successfully blocked CATV efforts to get a
foothold in the alarm market, including

Expert Urges Telcos To
Seek CATV Franchises
"Do whatever you can to get into the

to [Warner Cable Company's] socalled new security system only bears
testimony to the fact that the writers for
the cable industry are ignorant of the
state-of-the-art technology of the
alarm industry and are expert to the nth
degree in the art of touting their own
products," he said.

processing of voice and video signals.
"I'm not referring only to digital
switches and digital transmission, but
to asystem with total digital capability.

see' attitude, there are a growing

[CATV] business," urged Paul H. Stolz,
of the firm of Ernst & Whitney, to the

number of areas where cable interests

members of the National Telephone

availability of digital communications

have actually entered the alarm busi-

Cooperative Association in Las Vegas

ness, and where the two industries
have clashed over the extension of the

earlier this year.
"Provide Cable TV service for your

in all areas," he said.
He urged telephone company

cable franchise to include alarm services, and where both cable and alarm

area if there is any possible way," he
said. "If no service presently exists, go

companies are researching ways to
cooperate," Rubin said.

through the necessary steps and get

"It is my sincere conviction that, if
left undisturbed, [cable companies]

into the business. If someone else
already has the franchise for your area,
try to buy him out."

There is a growing pressure for the

operators to move toward providing all
the possible communications services
in their local areas, including paging,
alarm, and mobile radio, as well as
cable TV.
He asked, "Why am Iso concerned
about the cable business? Modern
systems can be built with two way

will, within a few years, be providing

In a talk entitled "The Changing

security services to more residences

Challenges to Rural Telephone Com-

digital amplifiers which make the

than the present alarm industry as we

panies," Stolz told the representatives
of independent telephone cooper-

system ideal for digital communications. There are already cable systems

atives that the changes facing rural

that are using spare capacity for this
purpose.

operators to be on the lookout for

telephone systems in the next five
years will make the changes of the last
30 years look like "child's play."

cable franchise applications containing alarm and security proposals. "It

"Electronic communications is

position, afew years down the road, of

going to become a much more

having a cable company with facilities

would be well for the local alarm

important part of our society five years

hanging on your poles capable of

industry to band together when cable

from now than it is today. It is not a

providing the same service you are. It

franchises are being awarded, and
retain competent counsel to protect its

question of whether these things are
good or bad, right or wrong—they are

might even be better, faster and maybe
even cheaper.

interests. Nipping these actions in the

here."
He stressed that small telephone

know it," he warned. "Cable could
ultimately take over a substantial part
of the lower risk commercial market."
Rubin advised alarm system

bud is obviously the right way to
proceed."
Rubin also suggested that the

"As technology continues to develop, you may find yourself in the

"So my first suggestion," he said, "is

company operators must keep abreast

to get in the cable television business
in your area if there is any possible

of new technologies, especially digital

opportunity to do so."
C-ED October '80 23
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Introducing
The Seven
Point
Solution

By Glenn Chambers

being asked to speak at technical
There are two topics Iwould like to

seminars. Also, most large CATV

discuss in this issue. Both concern
those technical people with an interest

equipment manufacturers have one or

in the SCTE and in CATV.

SCTE Meetings
First, are local SCTE meetings and
seminars still being held? We rarely
receive any meeting notices, or notices
of upcoming local or regional technical
seminars.
To me, the heart of any organization
is in the field members. Without them, it
is no organization at all. They pay the

• Designed for ALL foamed
polyethylene cables from the
original to third generation.

• All sizes available DCT-4I2,
DCT-500 and DCT-750.
The Cable Prep Dielectric
Coring Tool
Available from your Cable-Prep
Distributor along with a
Complete Line of Hex Crimp
Tools.

or in getting speakers, drop me a note.
Let us know the date, time, and location
of the meeting or seminar, topics to be
covered, and length of the presentation.
I'm sure we can help, with some

of us can afford the time or money to
travel around the country to attend. Few
CATV companies will send atechnician
to meetings which can be as much as

• A fast and efficient tool for
the splicers.

If you would like our help in advertising an upcoming meeting or seminar,

advance notice.

need for the field members.
National seminars are great, but few

• Replaceable blades as well as
all components which make
up the tool.

equipment. There are lots of good
speakers on almost any technical topic.
It costs you nothing to get them. A
simple "Thank You" is payment in full.

why the SCTE was formed in the first

• Light weight.

• Color coded by sizes for quick
easy identification.

more people who are available to
present papers or to demonstrate their

dues and should get the benefits. This is
place. Service to the general membership is a must. Local meetings and
seminars can and do fill a necessary

• Insulated for those activated
splices.

engineering people who really enjoy

several hundred dollars in transportion,
food, lodging, admission, and salary
costs. If you don't live in or near alarge
city, you may never attend an SCTE
seminar.
Local, state, and regional groups can
really serve a need and desire in their

Hands -On Articles
My second topic this month concerns technical articles in C-ED. We
have received several requests to
publish basic-level technical articles.
There are two main reasons why the
really good technical articles of a few
years ago have all but disappeared from
the CATV magazines. Number one, the
people who authored those articles,
being experts in the industry, have
moved onward and upward in their
fields. As a result, their free time has
become so limited that most just can't
devote the time and effort required for

areas. Almost anyone can drive afew, or

research and writing.
even a few hundred, miles to attend a
Number two, many capable authors
one- or two-day seminar. If the subjects feel that all possible basic subject
covered are meaningful to them, they'll material has been covered by other
be there.
authors. Few people want to spend their
Local seminars do take a lot of time time documenting a subject which has
and effort for someone to organize, but I been thoroughly covered. It is
know there are a lot of people like me extremely difficult to get anyone to
who feel that time spent on technical write on basic or medium-level topics.
seminars is well worth the effort. If one
person leaves a seminar with a little
more knowledge, it was worthwhile.

C-ED is now taking a hard look at a
complete series of low and medium-

If your region does have technical

level articles entitled Back To Basics on
CATV theory and practical system

seminars or meetings, we can help.

applications. These articles would

Advance notice to us will allow us to

M Cable
Là Prep

range from What is a Signal to Using

advertise the meeting in C-ED, and it

Computers in CATV. A writer has been
found, and some articles have been
written.

Ben Hughes Communication
Products Co.
P.O. Box AS
Old Saybrook, CT 06475
203/388-3559

greater the attendance and participation.
If you would like to have a seminar,

costs nothing. The benefits can be
great. The better your advertising, the

but are having problems getting
speakers, we may be able to help you

If you would like to see this series
appear in C-ED, or have other suggestions, please let me know as soon as
possible. Your opinions will be

important on whether they are printed
here also. There are many technical and- or dropped.

COMTECH DATA CORPORATION
PRESENTS
A NEW AGILE RECEIVER

VOLVO.'
IMCV

WIWO Weent•
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NEW PRICE
• As low as a fixed tuned receiver
• Volume discounts

NEW FEATURES
• Digital tuning
• Polarity control
• Smaller size

NEW OPTIONS
• Multi-channel audio
• TV modulator
• Various remote tuners
Call us today for prices and delivery.

COMIECH
Data Corporation
ASUBSIDIARY OF COWTECH TELECOMMUNICATIONS CORP

613 S. ROCKFORD DR.

• TEMPE,AZ 85281

• (602) 968-2433

• TWX 910-950-0085

Introducing Wcrvetek's 400MHz
Sweep Recovery System.
While you're putting shows on
those new channels for your
subscribers, our new Model 1855/
1865A Sweep Recovery System will

be putting on quite a show for you.
It sweeps and analyzes all the way
from 1to 400 MHz and provides
alphanumeric readouts on the
screen for amplitude and frequency.
Meanwhile the viewer's screen stays
sharp and uninterrupted, thanks to
our high-speed sweep (down to 1
millisecond). At the same time, the
picture on your 1865A stays sharp
and uninterrupted because it's
continuously refreshed. And memory
access is now standard equipment.
So reruns are instantly available.
Directing this brilliant
performance is our microprocessor

control. It even takes care of most of
the setup procedure that used to
take so long.
Of course, the star of any Wavetek
show is the price. In this case, just
$7,800 for the 1to 400 MHz Model
1855 1865A. But if all you need is the
350 MHz version, you can knock off
$700. To get the complete picture,
just write or call: Wavetek Indiana,
P.O. Box 190, 66 North First Avenue,
Beech Grove, IN 46107. Toll-free
800-428-4424. In Indiana, phone
(317) 783-3221.

W AVE -re F<0

When your subscribers have
52 channels to watch, so will you.

Negative Security

Using Traps To Catch Profits
by Dennis DuBe'
Negative security devices are playing a major role in CATV systems,
helping CATV operators increase
revenue and reduce loss of service and
equipment due to tampering and theft.
Positive security devices are also
playing a major role in CATV systems,
helping operators increase revenues
and reduce losses of service and
equipment due to tampering and theft.
In fact, vendors of both positive and
negative devices are making similar
statements, as system operators look
for increased security as a result of the
remarkable growth of subscriptions to
premium TV channels.
The explosion in pay TV subscrip-

positive, due to the lower cost. Michael

The ratio of premium to regular

Jeffers of Jerrold Electronics asserts
that while one-third of subscribers opt

subscribers might be so low in older

for pay services on a national basis,
pay penetrations in some systems are

be considered, because it is tied
directly to the income derived from
subscriptions.

ranging as high as 75 percent.
The difference between positive
and negative security is the type of
customer that gets the security device.
In positive security, the device is a
descrambler or converter, which is
placed in the homes of pay TV subscribers. It can also be a positive trap,
which filters out the premium chan-

systems that only positive security can

Traps fall into two categories, lump
circuit-type traps and cable-type traps.
Lump traps consist of capacitors and
coils in a circuit contained in a rigid
mounting structure. Cable traps are
made from lengths of coaxial cable and
are based on the quarter-wave stub

security, the device is a filter, and it is

principle. A number of manufacturers
make various types of lump circuit
traps, but only Vitek Electronics has

installed at the home of the non-

the rights to make the cable trap.

nel's scrambling signal. In negative

premium TV subscriber.

Vitek's Paul Ellman asserts that the

tions has brought several new security
systems to the market, fueling the

"The negative traps are becoming
more popular with the higher penetra-

debate over the relative advantages of

tions," says Eagle Comtronics' Chester

allows a cleaner signal into the sub-

positive and negative security.
But the truth of the pay TV story is

Syp, "because the cost is around five
dollars per trap. If you have 60, 70 or 80

scriber's set, but it is less prone to
tampering.

that systems that are getting high
percentage penetrations of pay TV are

percent pay penetration, then it

"One of the things asystem likes to

becomes cheaper to put the negative

switching to negative devices over

trap on the non-subscriber's homes."

strive for is to deliver a good product,
which means bringing in and deli-

most effective form of security is the
negative trap, because it not only

vering a good picture from the headend," he said. "Anything that handles
the picture before it gets to the subscriber is bad. With a positive security
system you are always affecting the
signal-to-noise ratio, some more than
others."
"If you put an active piece of gear in
line with your premium channel, you
first muck up the picture, then you try
to straighten it out. You have to be
affecting the picture, you have got to
be depreciating it somewhat," he said.
A trap also adds the extra margin of
security by being placed out of reach
of the subscriber on the pole. The trap
is less often stolen, altered, or damaged by the subscriber because of its
location. "If the subscriber wants to
climb the pole, he'll climb the pole,"
Ellman said. "Even alocking connector
can be beat. What you are trying to do
is eliminate the white collar crime."
C-ED October '80 27

Explaining that it is the converter or
descrambler that is the weakest spot in
any cable security system, Ellman said

formance variations are due strictly to

an adjacent frequency. "The Vitek trap
has a broad notch, and it is actually

circuit design.
"It's entirely dependent on circuit

deeper than most," he said. "We'll spec

that it is impossible to outsmart the

design," he said. "You can make a

our taps at either 50 or 65 dB, which is

determined subscriber. "What one
clever engineer can encode, another

narrow trap with cable and you can

up on the notch. So even though it
drifts, it is still maintaining function."

good engineer can decode," he said.

capacitors."

make a narrow trap with coil and

Eagle's Kennedy said that traps

"Eagle's trap is made by a mech-

could be made for any bandwidth.

TV security device, rather than bring-

anical and electrical integrational

"You can make atrap wider by adding

ing the picture into the home" where

technique, which is important in this

more elements to it," he said. "If you

the subscriber can experiment with it,

type of filter," he said, explaining the
difference between lump circuit and

get away from affecting the adjacent

"You are better off using anegative pay

he said.
"The real advantage of acable-type

make them very, very narrow, you can

cable traps. "It's important to keep all
the components mechanically rigid as

channels, but then you have stability

trap is that it looks like wire," Ellman
said. "The average guy is not going to
climb the pole and start monkeying

well as providing for temperature
compensation of the individual com-

or a lump circuit-type trap.

around with the wires. They're scared

ponents. That alleviates any problem
that you might encounter with tem-

in our specifications, has a55 dB notch

perature variations over awide range."

extreme of conditions, it will maintain
that 55dB notch, and typically the

to death about doing that."
The disadvantages of traps include
the fact that the costs of installation are

"That's why it has been such a

problems whether its acable-type trap
"Our most common cable TV filter,
under full temperature swing. At the

incurred from the non-pay subscribers.

successful product," he said. "You can

center point at 72 degrees will be 68 or

The lower the total revenue from pay,

achieve stability through any number
of techniques. How well you do your
job designing the circuit mechanically

70 dB."
Negative security devices are rela-

the higher the cost for trapping and
installation. Traps often affect adjacent channels as well, causing some
diminution of the audio signals at
higher channel frequencies. Some

and electronically is important."
Vitek's Ellman pointed out that all

tively cheap, priced around five dollars
each in large quantities, compared to
as much as $100 per subscriber for

traps will drift as the temperature

converters/decoders. Installation

traps have a tendency to drift off

changes. Some traps have a very

frequency as the temperature changes,
although Eagle Comtronics' Ken Ken-

narrow filter "notch," he said, so when
they drift, their filtering action actually

costs are generally about the same,
because the turnover, or "churn," in

nedy explained that temperature/per-

passes from the premium channel to

pay TV subscribers would be the same
for positive or negative devices.

BEST BY TEST*
LNR VIDEO EXCITERS

Could be on line within 60 days!
• Full or Half Transponder Operation
(36, 30 and 17.5 MHz ICSC Filters)
• 525/625 Line Switch Selectable
• Front Panel EIRP Adjustment
• Performance Better than INTELSAT and RS-250B
Proven in critical uplinks in US and Canada video networks and
INTELSAT earth stations, LNR equipment leads the industry in
performance and reliability.
The LNR Series UEV6 Exciters employ the most advanced modulator and AFC circuitry and are fully compatible with scrambling,
companding, and other video enhancement techniques. They are
modular in construction and exceed the requirements of INTELSAT
ICSC/CCIR, Telesat and US domestic satellite communications
systems. LNR's manufacturing capability often allows delivery of
fully tested equipment in 30 to 60 days.
LNR's Exciters feature comprehensive local/remote monitoring
and alarms for key parameters. Three versions of the UEV6 are
available: -D1 for fixed frequency, -D2 for crystal-control front panel

Rg

GI COMMUNICATIONS/INC

180 Marcus Blvd • Hauppauge, N.Y. 11787
Tel (516) 273-7111 • TWX 510-227-9871

• Excellent Frequency Response & AFC Performance
transponder selection, and -D3 for frequency-synthesized 125 KHz
step thumbwheel tunable. Available options include remote-tuning: a
variety of power output options; Audio Subcarrier mods/demods in
single, dual, and three channel versions; a choice of full and half
transponder operation. including group-delay equalized IF Filters to
prevent adjacent channel interference; and 1for 1protection switch
with automatic switchover and muting. Field installation services are
also available.
Let LNR provide individual uplink/downlink equipments or
completely integrated racked-up signal chain subsystems. Ask for
literature or ademonstration.
*Results of operational test available on request.

Other Earth Station Products Include:
•50 and 33 K Low Noise Amplifiers • Loop Test Translators
• Up/Down Converters for Data & SCPC • FM Modems
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Bell Labs Breakthrough

Digital Compression Technique
Allows Video Over Phone Lines
HOLMDEL, NEW JERSEY—Scientists
at Bell Laboratories have demonstrated a new "bandwidth compression" technique that may make it
possible to carry video signals over
conventional copper-wire digital-carrier telephone lines.
"This technique can be used for
videoconferencing and should help
reduce the cost of transmitting such
signals between remote locations,"
according to Arun N. Netravali, head of
the Visual Communications Research
Department at Bell Labs in Holmdel.
'Television signals are commonly
transmitted in analog form, requiring a
medium able to handle a bandwidth of
about 6MHz. Typically, coaxial cables
or microwave transmission systems
are used because they can handle a
bandwidth requirement of this nature
while conventional telephone lines
cannot.
In contrast, when the television
signal is digitized, it requires about 64
million bits of information per second
to represent a monochrome signal and
over 100 million bits for a color signal.
These millions of bits of information
can be reduced by techniques of
bandwidth compression.

A. N. Netravali (left) and J.D. Robbins, Bell Labs' Holmdel, N.J.
techniques, called "conditional
replenishment," can reduce the trans-

can be reconstructed at the receiver.
Comparison with the previous frame

mitted bit rate from about 100 million to

intensities requires storage of an entire
television frame, both at the trans-

about 3 to 6 million bits per second
without significantly degrading the

mitter and the receiver. Since the
motion in a real television scene

quality of the video image.
Conditional Replenishment is an

occurs randomly and in bursts, the

application of differential pulse code

amount of information about the mov-

compress the information into a 1.5
million bit-per-second signal that can

modulation where intensity differences between frames of video information are transmitted rather than

ing area will change as a function of
time.

be transmitted over wire pairs of our Ti

frames themselves.

"By digitizing the television signal
and using a bandwidth compression
technique," Netravali said, "we can

telephone line."
Bandwidth compression, or more
correctly "bit-rate reduction," reduces
significantly the amount of information
needed to reconstruct avideo signal at
the receiving end.

To accomplish this, each television
frame is divided into two parts: one part
which is practically the same as the
previous frame and the other part
(called the moving area) which has

To transmit this information over a
channel, which works at aconstant bit
rate, the output of the encoder has to
be smoothed by storing it in a buffer
prior to transmission. In this buffer, the
encoded data are read in at an irregular
rate but they are read out to the

Previous bit-rate reduction tech-

changed since the previous frame.
Two types of information are trans-

niques consisted of storing one frame

mitted about the moving area:

channel. If the buffer gets nearly full,
then certain samples are deleted from

of a video signal, comparing the
incoming frame with it, and trans-

addresses specifying the location of
the picture samples in the moving area,

transmission, thereby reducing the
resolution.

mitting only intensity changes of

and information by which the intensi-

picture elements in anew frame. These

ties of the moving area picture samples

The visibility of the blur introduced
by these strategies is low since it is
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channel at the constant bit rate of the

generally introduced when there is a
large motion in the scene, in which
case the human visual acuity is low. In

then using this estimate to compare
intensities in successive frames which

the conditional replenishment technique. Further development is required

are spatially displaced by an amount

to reduce these computer simulations

ments of the conditional replenishment technique have been made,

equal to the distance the object has
moved.
Thus, if in aframe time apoint on an

from the research stage to a practical
system that can be put in service.

resulting in commercially available

object moves from one location to

compensation" video at 1.5 million bits

encoders.
A new, more efficient technique

another, then instead of comparing
intensities at the same location in each

per second appears to be acceptable
for videoconferencing applications, it

involves estimating the motion of
objects in the scene and then com-

frame as in conditional replenishment,
the intensities between the two dis-

would not be acceptable for TV broad-

paring successive frames that are

placed locations are compared.
If the estimate of displacement is

the last 5 to 10 years several improve-

spatially displaced by that amount of

Although the quality of the "motion

cast quality transmissions. Image
smearing can occur when there is
excessive motion in the scene or when

accurate, then the intensity difference
between the original point and the

the television cameras are panned

between the location of the original
picture element and its estimated

point to which it moved is much lower
than the intensity difference at the

systems, the cameras are usually fixed
in one position and there is very limited

same location in two adjacent frames,

motion in the scene.

location in the previous frame rather
than between two picture elements at

resulting in a lower amount of information to be transmitted.

the same location in each frame.
Motion-Compensated Coding also
uses a comparison of intensities

movement. This scheme is referred to
as "motion compensation" coding.
Intensity comparisons are made

between succeeding frames, but it

Algorithms for estimating translations of moving objects from frame-toframe have been devised recently.
They are simple to implement in

does not compare the picture elements
at the exact same location as is done in

hardware.
Computer simulations have shown

conditional replenishment.

that for many video-conferencing

across a scene. In videoconferencing

"Using T-carrier on single wire pairs
for video signals is not only cheaper,"
according to Netravali, "but many
localities that are now served only by
single-pair Ti lines could use this
system for videoconferencing in the
future." The Bell System began installing this digital carrier system in
1962 and has over 70 million Ti carrier

Instead, encoding is performed by

scenes, the bit rate can be reduced to

miles already in place across the

estimating the velocity of objects and

as little as one-half to one-third that of

country.

400 MHz

52 Channels
PLUS.
the FS 3D-VS Professional SLM
has Built-in Quality Features. .
• +1.0 dB Accuracy
• Electronic Auto. Shut-off
• New High-Impact case
with Accessory storage
• AC/Battery Operation:
3types of Battery Options;
Nicads, Alkaline or
Carbon Zinc

Sadelco Anniversary

Available at major CATV Distributors
Call or write for free color brochure

1960-1980

LLUI

75 West Forest Avenue,Englewood, New Jersey 07631 201.569-3323

General representative for Europe: Catec AG Luzern/Switzerland,Habsburgerstr 22.Te1.041-23-90-56Telex:
TELFI 78168. In Canada: Comm-Plex Electronics Ltd.

Security, Competition
Concern MUS Operator
C-ED Survey
By Glenn Chambers
There was some concern, and some
disagreement, among operators of
Multipoint Distribution Service (MDS)
systems during a recent C-ED survey
of their problems and future plans. As
expected, those operators who specialized in supplying pay TV programs
to subscribers apparently have more
problems and concerns than those
catering solely to industrial and commercial users.
One of the larger concerns of most

the contents of common carrier
signals.

scrambling techniques is the insertion

To create even more headaches for

about half-way between the visual and

MDS operators, 73 Magazine (for radio
amateurs) printed an article in August,

aural carriers. This "jamming carrier"

1979, on do-it-yourself MDS antennas
and downconverters. Since then, at
least one manufacturer, Lab-Tronics,
has made available kits based on the 73
Magazine article.
The only real recourse that MDS
operators have from individual signal
piracy is effective scrambling of the

of one or more additional carriers

is usually modulated with sine wave or
other modulation which creates loss
(or inversion) of sync and distorted
sound in a normal TV receiver. Decoding is done with a passive notch
filter which removes the jamming
carrier. This method is probably least
expensive of all the proposed
scrambling techniques.

visual and aural carriers. An effective
scrambling technique helps to ensure

Other actual or proposed MDS
scrambling methods include those

security of their product from organized signal piracy. "It's bad enough

that those persons who build or buy an

currently in use or proposed for CATV

antenna and downconverter do not

pay channels. One of the most secure

that most experimenters and elec-

receive an intelligible signal.

(and expensive) proposed methods for

tronics buffs are building their own
receiving stations," said one industry

According to one electronics in-

MDS security is the use of radio-

structor at a midwestern college, MDS

operator, "but when commercial

signal decoding offers a challenge to

addressable downconverters/decoders. These would be similar to

manufacturers start selling to the
general public, we have problems."

his students. Part of their lab assign-

cable TV addressable descramblers in

ment is to design and construct an

Being over-the-air services, MDS

effective descrambling device for the

that the scrambling (encoding) signals
would be randomly selected by a

local MDS signal. The signals derived

computer. Decoding and addressing

pay TV MDS operators is over the

and Subscription Television (STV) are
particularly vulnerable to theft of
service since most people feel that

are not sold or used, at least officially.
Unfortunately, pay TV service via MDS

signals would be transmitted in the

anything transmitted through the air

is most effective financially in large

becomes public domain. They don't
feel that it is either illegal or immoral to

cities, and most large cities have

vertical interval, or on a separate,
discrete frequency signal.
Another concern of MDS pay TV

electronics schools and electronics

operators is the future viability of their

receive and decode the signals. The

manufacturing.

product, if and when cable television

FCC, in their PuNic Notice #11850 of
Section 605, takes adifferent view and

There are almost as many different

systems are built in their service area.

scrambling schemes as there are

states that it is unlawful to "receive and

manufacturers who want to produce

Non-pay TV MDS operators feel that
there will always be an increasing

benefit" from or "receive and divulge"

them. Perhaps the simplest of all

market for their services as point-to-
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Video Carnero

What Is ISMS ?

Audio Tape
Video Tape

A Quick Look...
Exciter
(Modulator)
VHF
Signal

Upconverter
Voice

Amplifier

Film Chain
2150-2156 MHz
or
2156-2162 MHz

Multipoint Distribution Service

standard CATV modulator, with an

(MDS) is acommon carrier microwave

output signal level of approximately 60

service authorized by the FCC to

dBmV. Output impedance is usually 75

operate at relatively low frequencies.

ohms.

Occupying the bands between 2150

Output signals from the exciter are

and 2162 MHz, MDS carriers provide

routed to an upconverter. Exciter

specialized private TV programs or

signals are hetrodyned against a local

data to customer-selected locations,

oscillator. The resultant 2150 to 2156

usually within large metropolitan

MHz or 2156 to 2162 MHz signals are

areas.

then amplified using a linear traveling

Either of two six MHz channels are

wave tube (TWT) or other device.

usually authorized: channel 1, 2150 to

Output power of the amplifier at this

2156 MHz or channel 2, 2156 to 2162

point is usually about ten watts visual

MHz are the specified MDS channels,

and one watt aural, which may be

with a four MHz data channel (2156 to

increased, if desired, for area coverage.

2160) designated channel 2A, used in
some applications.
Originally intended to serve the

The amplified signals are then fed
through awave guide and then through
the transmitting antenna. Antenna

needs for local data distribution, video-

directional pattern is usually selected

conferencing, and similar applications,

to give the best possible signal cover-

MDS is now receiving considerable

age to the area desired. Omnidirec-

usage as the vehicle for local distribu-

tional antennas are most common, but

tion of premium TV signals.
An MDS transmitter usually consists

MDS is now
receiving considerable
usage as the vehicle for
local distribution of
premium TV signals.

bidirectional and cardioid patterns
have been used for special applications.

of two major components: an exciter

At the receiving site, an antenna and

and an upconverter/amplifier. It often

downconverter are required. Extremely

includes a number of sub-assemblies,

directional antennas are used for

depending on the type of programming

maximum capture of the transmitted

being transmitted and the type of

signals, and to reduce ghosting from

program security utilized.

signal reflection.

An exciter accepts standard video

Within the downconverter, incoming

and audio signals from a variety of

signals are hetrodyned with a local

sources, including studio cameras,

oscillator which may or may not be

microphones, VTRs, satellite receivers,

crystal controlled. Downconverter

film chains, tape recorders, or other

output signals, usually lowband, are

sources. Standard EIA sync is normally

routed to the TV set. Figure one shows

required. The exciter generates a

the block diagram of a typical MDS

standard television signal, much like a

transmitter and downconverter.
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Gardiner's new 5.6 meter antenna:
A classic case of more for less."
More gain, more surface, greater
efficiency.
Only Gardiner Communications can
deliver this much performance in an earth
station package for less than $11,000.*
A whole new antenna design
Gardiner's petalized fiberglass antenna is afirst. Eight
tough fiberglass petals with incredible surface tolerance dramatically improve reflector efficiency. Designing for transmit capability has produced what we
believe is the best fiberglass receiving antenna ever.
Because of the critical tolerances required for transmission, Gardiner design includes aunique tension
collar to provide additional fine tuning or "peaking"
capability.
More surface area
Changes in transponder utilization, new proposed
footprints and use of different satellites persuaded
Gardiner that more surface, not less, was the way to
go to assure you enough margin to deliver consistently good pictures, no matter what happens 22,300 miles
away. Gardiner's new antenna delivers 55% more surface than a4.5 meter antenna; 25% more than a5meter.
New feed design
The feed for the Gardiner 5.6 dramatically improves
polarity isolation and contributes significantly to the
higher gain — greater than 45dB.
Reliable electronics to complete the package
When Gardiner acquired the telecommunications
product line of Scientific Communications, Inc., we
acquired proven equipment: the workhorse 505 LNA
and the compact, modular SR4000-1 and SR5000 satellite receivers. All the major components of our earth
stations now come from Gardiner production lines.
Get more for less from Gardiner.
You won't find another earth station package
this good for under $11,000. Find out about
getting more for less today.
Write or call Gardiner
Communications Corporation,
1980 S. Post Oak Rd., Suite 2040,
Houston, Texas 77056. Call
toll-free 1-800-231-2602.
In Texas, call 1-800-392-9646.
*Plus freight, installation and any
applicable tax. F.O.B. Garland, Texas

VA
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SIDE VIEW

Gardiner Communications Corporation
The earth station specialists
116

point communicators. They suggest

the commercial/industrial operations

the survey was that, no matter how well

that any MDS pay TV operator who
feels threatened by cable television

are discovering new applications

their system was doing, few people will

almost daily. There is an application
pending with the FCC which, if

admit that it is an unqualified success.

approved, will give even more scope to
the MDS spectrum. Newer, better and

cloud hanging just out of sight and

should start to investigate the potential
for other forms of MDS programming
in their area.
Overall, in spite of what some of the

cheaper security systems are being

doomsayers are predicting, MDS
operations are very much alive and
well. Their pay TV operations are

developed and mass production will
make them even more reasonably
priced.

growing at an unprecedented rate and

One solid fact that emerged during

It seemed that there was some sort of
they either could not, or would not,
verbalize it. Perhaps the commoncarrier convention in Washington next
month will give us a better idea
whether there are any serious MDS
problems ahead.

MDS System Map

• MDS Stations Operating
Albany. NY
Anaheim. CA
Anchorage. AK
Albuquerque, NM
Atlanta. GA
Baltimore. MD
Birmingham. AL
Boston, MA
Burlington. IA
Chicago. IL
Cleveland. OH
Dallas. TX
Denver. CO
Detroit, MI
Fairbanks. AK
Honolulu. HI
Houston. TX
Indianapolis. IN
Jacksonville. FL

Kalamazoo. MI
Kansas City. MO
Las Vegas. NV
Los Angeles. CA
Louisville. KY
Memphis. TN
Miami, FL
Milwaukee. WI
Minneapolis. MN
New Orleans. LA
New York, NY
Oklahoma City. OK
Osage Beach. MO
Palo Alto. CA
Phoenix. AZ
Philadelphia. PA
Pittsburgh. PA
Pompano Beach. FL

Portland. OR
Providence. RI
Richmond. VA
Sacramento. CA
St. Louis, MO
Salt I.ake City. UT
San Antonio. TX
San Francisco. CA
Seattle. WA
Springfield. MA
Tampa. FL
Tucson. AZ
Urbana. IL 12A/
W. Palm Beach. FL
Washington. D.C.
Worcester. MA

• MDS Stations Licensed, Not On Air
Akron. 011
Allentown. PA
Ann Arbor. MI
Austin. TX
Bakersfield. CA
Bonita Springs. FL
Bridgeport, CT
Buffalo. NY
Cincinnati. OH
Colorado Sprigs. CO
Columbus. OH
Dayton. OH
El Paso. Texas

Evansville. IN
Ft. Wayne. IN
Ft. Worth. TX
Green Bay. WI
Hartford. CT
Lake Charles. LA
Las Vegas. NV (2A)
Lexington. KY
Long Island. NY
Midland. TX
Mobile. AL
Montgomery. AL

New Haven. CT
Norfolk. VA
Omaha, NE
Oxnard/Ventura. CA
Pontiac. MI
Rochester. NY
Rockford. II.
St. Croix. VI
St. Thomas, VI
San Juan. PR
So. Bend. IN
Tacoma, WA

Information Courtesy Paul Kagan Associates

O MDS Construction Permits Granted*
Abilene. TX
Akron. OH (2)
Albany. NY
Amarillo. TX
Asheville, NC
Atlantic City, NJ
August. GA
Baton Rouge. LA
Bay City, MI
Biloxi. MS
Bloomington. IL
Boise, ID
Bonita Springs. FL
Buffalo, NY
Canton. OH
Carthage. MO
Charleston. SC
Charlottesville, VA
Cincinnati. OH (2)
Columbia. SC
Columbus, GA
Contra Costa. CA
Davenport. IA
Des Moines. IA
Duluth, MN
Elburn. IL
El Paso, TX

Flint. MI
Frostproof. FL
Gainesville. FL
Galesburg. IL
Galveston. TX
Gary. IN
Gilroy. CA
Grand Rapids. MI
Harrisburg. PA
Havre, MT
Huntsville. AL
Jackson, MI
Jefferson City. MO
Lakehurst. NJ
Lancaster. PA
Lansing. MI
Lima. OH
Live Oak. FL
Lynchburg. VA
Macon. GA
Manchester, NH
Manchester. TN
Mansfield. OH
Martin, TN
Monterey. CA
Olympja. WA
Panama City. FL

Pensacola. FL
Peoria, IL
Portland. ME
Providence. RI
Pueblo. CO
Reading. PA
Roanoke. VA
Rochester. MN
Roswell. NM
Saginaw. MI
St. Joseph, MO
San Juan. PR
Santa Barbara. CA
Savannah. GA
Shreveport, LA
Sioux Fallas. SD
Springfield. IN
Springfield, MO
Stillwater. OK
Stockton. CA
Terre Haute, IN
Toledo. OH
Tulsa, OK
Westerly, RI
Wichita. KS
Yakima, WA
Youngstown. OH

*There are 521 MDS
Construction Permit Applications pending
C-ED October '80 35
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VR-3X: Tunes manually across 24 channels with
asingle screwdriver adjustment.
VR-4X: 24 channel frequency agility with remote tuning option. Optional automatic vertical/horizontal polarization switching.
Both feature Automatic Frequency Control D
Digital Demodulator with threshold extension
delivers 3 dB extension when compared to 30
MHz IF bandwidth D 4.5 MHz Subcarrier Composite of video plus program audio simultaneously feeds cable modulator and/or microwave
system D Options include in-chassis cable
modulator that operates off receiver power supply and up to 4audio subcarrier demodulators.

MAC sales offices located in San Francisco •
Denver • Dallas • Minneapolis • Atlanta •
Burlington •Toronto •London.

The TVRO system that's made
for your changing world.
If you're like most CATV operators, you're looking to expand program
capability and open up new areas of
service. The idea is greater profits
through minimum investment.
MAC technology can provide the
cost/performance/expansion formula
you're looking for with astate-of-the-art,
cost-efficient TVRO system. Complete
satellite earth stations that are customdesigned to meet your growing needs
today—and keep meeting them
tomorrow.
Our new VR-3X and VR-4X flexible
satellite receivers are the products of
over thirty years of microwave solidstate technology and systems expertise.

These 24-channel, frequency agile receivers are designed as part of a fully
integrated system—not just add-ons to
a"parts package". Each is engineered
and assembled at MAC facilities for
reliable, trouble-free performance.
And each incorporates a host of features that permit configuration flexibility both now and in the future.
Both advanced receivers come as
integral parts of our low cost, high performance TVRO systems. MAC's sales
and engineering experts can provide
you with everything from antennas to
frequency coordination to LNA's, feed
lines and power dividers. Single-supplier accountability that's backed up

with single-source service. One phone
call is all it takes to bring fast action24 hours a day, 7 days a week, anywhere in the country.
In achanging world, it pays to go
with the company that's making most
of the changes. Call Duke Brown at
(617) 272-3100. 63 Third Avenue, Burlington, Mass. 01803.

ma microwave Associates
FM Communications

Journal's Satellite Network

Regional Plants Speed Delivery
U

nlike electronic news media, national newspapers have the speci-

which look at Westar I. Plants are located
in Palo Alto, California; Seattle,

fic problem of getting their papers to
distant subscribers while the news in

Washington; Riverside, California;

them is still fresh.
The few newspapers that do consider
themselves to be national in scope, such
as the Wall Street Journal, the New
York Times, and the Christian Science

Chickapee, Massachusetts; South
Brunswick, New Jersey; Orlando, Florida,
and Denver, Colorado.
In addition, four more plants are being
built, and three are planned. Naperville
and Highland, Illinois; Sharon,

Monitor, have had to distribute their

Pennsylvania, and Bowling Green, Ohio,

issues by airfreighting them to the major

are all expected to be on-line by the end of

metropolitan markets and rushing them to
newsstands, usually arriving ahalf to afull
day late.
The Wall Street Journal has worked
toward faster delivery nationwide by

next year, and Beaumont, Texas;
Lagrange, Georgia, and Charlotte, North
Carolina scheduled to be completed
within three years.
The paper's editorial offices are in the

building a satellite distribution network
that transmits the editorial content of the

financial district of New York City, and
composing rooms and advertising offices

paper to printing plants scattered across
the continent. Seven printing plants are
currently linked by Harris 11 -meter dishes

are located in Chickapee, Palo Alto,
Naperville, Highland, Cleveland and
White Oak, Maryland.

The Dow-Jones satellite network
uses 11-meter Harris earth stations at
every satellite printing plant location,
with LNAs supplied by LNR and high
power amplifiers supplied by Varian.
The system .ntegration was accomplished by engineers from Dow Jones &
Co.

Dual-dish installations were

planned at several sites, including this
one in Denver, but legal and regulatory
problems prevented Dow Jones from
getting into the common carrier business, as they had hoped. As a result,
several of the plants have two concrete
pads for dishes, but' only one dish.
The DJ satellite system is in use
only seven hours a day, according to
Lee Glatt, Denver satellite operations
supervisor, and the surplus time is
available for commercial use.
38 C-ED October '80

The Harris earth station control console dominates the Journal's Denver operation.
In use only seven hours per day, the 11-meter dish system is used to bring theJournal's
printing material down from Westar I.

The Wall Street Journal pages are
scanned and digitized by this piece of
The Journal's combined nationwide circulation is around 1.8 million, according to
national operations manager Glen Jenkins. The Denver plant circulates 58,000 copies

equipment developed by Dow Jones
engineers in South Brunswick, New

daily in two editions. The first edition comes down from Westar beginning at 3p.m., and

Jersey. Based on Muirhead facsimile
recorders, the devices were modified to

this press rolls around 7p.m. for the following day's distribution in Montana, Utah and

produce page negatives.

New Mexico. The Colorado and Denver edition is printed at 9p.m.

The data is transmitted at 600

LECTRO Standby Power
FIVE YEAR WARRANTY
After five years of field operations in the heaviest lightning areas of the U.S.A, Puerto Rico and Mexico, where the
most frequent power failures occur, we found by the records
kept that Lectro Standby Power supplies had such a low
failure rate we could offer a warranty unprecedented in
power supplies in the cable industry.
That means there is no cost to you other than shipping
charges to and from our factory, unless the unit has obvious
physical damage. We will repair at no charge, and return the
unit within one week of receipt.
Lectro has proven that you do not have to pay high prices
for reliability.
Our five year warranty now gives you further proof of this.
Sales over the past two years show that Lectro is now the
leader in standby power.

Why not use the leader in your system!
COMMUNICATIONS
DISTRIBUTION CORP.
P.O. Box 567 •Athens, Georgia 30601 •(404) 353-1159

Kbits/sec., using QPS K modulation. The

Awide
spectrum of
communications
engineering
services.

11

COMPUCON has been the chief innovator
in communications engineering services
since 1968. Today, COMPUCON'S
professional staff of scientists, engineers,
and technicians supports aworldwide
client base with awide spectrum of
communications engineering services
including:

scanner looks for changes in color
density as it scans the original pages in
the Wall Street Journal composing
rooms. The device measures the amount
of time that the color density registers
either "white" or "black" as the scanning
head passes across a spinning image
drum.

— Satellite Earth Station Interference
Studies and Site Selection

Commission Proposes Luck

— RFI Measurements

As MDS Qualification

— Terrestrial Frequency Planning (for
Common Carrier, Private, CARS and
STL Microwave)

mission (FCC) is considering changing its

— Field Survey

The Federal Communications Commethod for granting MDS licenses.
Currently, licenses are granted after a

— Coverage Patterns for MDS and
Land Mobile

where all applicants are compared to see

— System Design

which would provide the best service.

— Consulting Services
For information about how COMPUCON
can work for you, call or write:
COMPUCON, INC. Marketing and Sales Department.
13749 Neutron Road, Dallas, Texas 75240
(214) 233-4380

where communications mean business!

lengthy, and often expensive, hearing

The commission has held comparative hearings in the past on the
assumption that one operator could be
better at providing the service than the
other. But, because MDS operations
function as common carriers instead of
broadcasters, the comparisons are irrelevant.
The commission is considering three
alternatives: reviewing of written memoranda submitted by the applicants; a
lottery; and auctions. The commission

We Can Help With
Your Subscription
Have a problem with your magazine
subscription, or maybe you're just moving.
Either way we'd like to help you out. Please
attach your magazine mailing label in the
space marked and write your complaint or
new address in the space below. Then mail to:
Titsch Publishing, Inc., Subscription Service
Department, P.O. Box 5400 TA, Denver, CO
80217, and we'll do the rest.

seems to be favoring the latter.
While the legality of auctions is being
debated, the economic benefits to the
FCC of auctions are quite apparent.
Licenses would go to the highest bidder.
By placing a price on the spectrum, the
National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) reasons in
its legal brief supporting the FCC's
auction idea, the commission would learn
how much the public desires having the
spectrum put to specific uses. It could
also learn whether more or less spectrum
should be allocated to a particular use.
Under the proposed scheme, the
applicants would file the necessary
applications with the commission which
show that they meet the minimum economic and technical qualifications. If the
commission decides that there is a public
interest issue in the applications, it could
choose to use a paper evidentiary process. Otherwise, the commission would
make a decision that all the applicants
were qualified to serve the public interest
technically and economically, and proceed with either an auction or lottery.
Part of the rationale for using an
auction or lottery system is the lower court
decision that "...luck is not an inadmissable means of deciding the undecidable."

CA-2500
Oye TO QUALITY
1

RAS ELECTRONICS, INC
50 ANTIN PLACE
BRONX, NY 10462
CALL COLLECT (212) 892-1000
ELECTRONICS, INC.

,d(Id

cRMS E ectronics. Incorporated 1978

Representat,ve Desiun Sales Cow

U.S. Tower's New System Sweeps Sky

Spherical Antenna
Sees Eleven Satellites
Earth station technology is advancing as rapidly as satellite technology, if
the new product announcement from
U.S. Tower is any indication. The
Afton, Oklahoma company announced
in August the availability of aspherical
antenna capable of receiving up to 11
satellites simultaneously. Previous
antenna designs from U.S. Tower and
other companies limited reception to
fewer satellites.
The unique design of the antenna
allows the reflector, composed of
rectangular panels, to be used in sizes
from 12 by 12-foot to a60-foot high and
72-foot wide rectangular structure,
depending on individual requirements
and geographic location.
Based on a"building block" principle
featuring 8-foot by 10-foot rectangles,
each antenna is custom designed and
constructed as are the individual
satellite feed horns. The number and
location of the feed horns is determined by what satellites the user
wishes to access. A square configuration is used when only one signal is
required, and the design becomes
rectangular as more signals are required.
The single biggest advantage of the
new design is cost, according to U.S.
Tower. The spherical antenna is less
expensive than building a standard
dish requiring the same performance,
especially when compared with the
eight-meter and larger diameter
standard designs since the spherical
reflector is fixed and only the feed
horns are mobile. This means that the
steel backup structure supporting the
aluminum reflective surface can be

Western Union's Westars I, II, Ill, and

built less expensively than a movable
structure.

the three Canadian Anik series satellites.
RCA's F3 will be included in the group

The 11 satellites providing signals to
a single spherical reflector are RCA's

when it is launced and orbited later this
year.

F1 and F2, Comstar's D1, D2, and D3,

A 20-foot by 24-foot reflector a-
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chieves a signal quality equivalent to a
5.6 meter dish looking at a single
satellite. The spherical is tested for a
minimum of 45 dB gain.
The smallest reflector U.S. Tower
engineers recommend for a commer-

Satellites
cial cable installation is the 16-foot by

program for the reflector," he said. "We

20-foot model that achieves a signal
quality comparable to a4.5 meter dish.

tested our first prototype last October,
and from then have been making

The advantage, the company points

impovements in quality and to bring

out, is that the spherical will be receiv-

cording to longitude and latitude," he
said.
Further, each feed horn is custom

the costs down so they would be

ing the same quality signal from 11

built per the customer's requirements,
and there is a built-in provision for

accessible for even the smallest sys-

satellites simultaneously, as opposed

tem."

adjusting the elevation of the reflector.

to the one signal received by the dish.

Mitchell said that large dishes in low

Each panel is mounted on four turnbuckles to allow precise phasing of all

The 12-foot by 12-foot model is

signal areas use expensive cyrogenic

primarily for the private commercial

preamplifiers that cost approxiamtely

industies such as hotels and motels, and

$35,000, but USTC's design enables

will sell for around $1,600. Larger

a great deal of interest from cable

reflectors are available for areas with

the larger reflectors to use the GaAs
FET low-noise amplifiers costing in the

systems throughout the U.S. and parts

lower signal reception to satisfactorily

area of $5,000 for the 80 degree Kelvin

about everyone is recognizing the fast-

meet the needs of such areas as in the

type. A domestic cable operator could

Caribbeans, Hawaii, Mexico, and remote

use a 120 degree K type costing about

areas of Alaska. A 40-foot by 48-foot
model, providing signal quality equal

$1,350.

reflectors to work together.
The company has already received

of Canada and South America. "Just
approaching need to provide signals
from more than one satellite," said
company President Maynard Weathers,

"Essentially," he explained, "this is

to a 12 meter dish, is priced around

what makes our design principle prac-

$75,000 delivered, and the large 60-

"and they see our reflector as an
excellent way to maintain numerous

tical. The structure is designed to

foot by 72-foot model is over $100,000.

quality signals for prices that would

withstand stress loads of 125 m.p.h.

The larger models are necessary for

be about the same as two dishes," he

winds with a half-inch of ice by using

areas that have signals as weak as

said. Weathers referenced the fact that

an all aluminum (.065 sheet) reflecting

Intelsat areas, such as Southern Mexico,

entertainment programming demands

surface and an all-steel supporting

explained Leonard Mitchell, U.S.

have exceeded a signal satellite, and

structure. Then, by using mass pro-

more and more companies are inter-

Tower's chief engineer. "We have

duced 8' by 10' panels, the reflector

worked closely with Intelsat and AT&T

ested in data and information signal

can have a fixed azimuth which is

specifications during the development

transmission to make their operations

custom tailored to each location ac-

more time and cost efficient.

RE/ICU FILL HOMES PI1SSED!

TELE -WIRE
FOR ALL YOUR
PAY TV MATERIAL
We Feature:

• Hardware
• Installation Material
• Amplifiers
• Wire and Cable
• Connectors
ALL BRAND NAMES-FULLY GUARANTEED

FOR QUALITY — SERVICE — PRICE
Call TELE -WIRE Collect: 516-829-8484
TELIEBWiRESupply Corp.
122 CUTTER MILL ROAD
GREAT NECK, NEW YORK 11021

it they know what
you have to otter...

CaN THEY RESIST?
TV TEMPO solves the listing problem
with a cost-effective, complete, accurate, entertaining television cable
guide which is designed for the in.
dividual cable system.

TV TEMPO
1-800-241-7089
404-546-8458 in GA only
P.O. 30x 5443, Athens, Ga. 30604

THIS IS
THETA-COM'S NEWEST,
MORE ECONOMICAL
"NO DRIFTER"
MDS CONVERTER
MODEL NO. DC-1
LIKE IT'S COMPANION
IT ALSO HAS AN
ULTRA STABLE
CRYSTAL CONTROLLED
OSCILLATOR

Specifications:
Frequency In

2.15-2.16 GHz

Frequency Out
Channels 2-6
Gain
20 dB Min.
Noise Figure (Single Sideband)
8dB
(5 dB Double Sideband)
Temperature Range .... -40 to +140 Degrees F
Output Test Point
-20 dB
Operating Voltage
Housing
Dimensions

30 VDC Nominal
Aluminum
2.5" x7.3" x7.8"

ASK ABOUT OUR LOW, LOW PRICE

iescan

THETA-COM
Gacb.

Texscan Corp: 2446 N. Shadeland, Indianapolis,
Indiana 46219, (317)357-8781, TWX: 810-341-3184

Theta-Corn: 2960 Grand, Phoenix. Arizona 85017,
P.O. Box 27548, 85061, (602)252-5021. (800)528-4066
TWX: 910-951-1399

Cable Programming For October
Alert
Tones

Signa!

Day Start/Stop

C-SPAN

Monday-Friday 9:30 a.m. to
6:30 p.m.

CBN

Satellite/
Transponders

195*/#

24 hrs

Fi

No

F1, #8

ESPN
Monday thru Thursday
6:00 p.m. to 4:00 a.m.
Friday, 6:30 p.m., to follOwing
Monday, 4:00 a.m.
Front Row

L

October 1
October 2
October 3
October 4
October 5
October 6
October 7
October 8
October 9
October 10
October 11
October 12
October 13
October 14
October 15
October 16
October 17
October 18
October 19
October 20
October 21
October 22
October 23
October 24
October 25
October 26
October 27
October 28
October 29
October 30
October 31

6:00
5:30
5:30
3:30
3:30
5:30
5:30
5:30
5:30
6:00
2:30
2:30
5:30
5:30
5:00
6:00
5:00
3:00
2:30
6:00
6:00
5:00
5:30
6:00
2:30
2:30
5:30
6:00
5:30
5:30
6:00

481'/#

p.m. 2:00 a.m.
p.m. 2:30 a.m.
p.m. 2:30 a.m.
p.m. 3:39 a.m.
p.m. 12:45 a.m.
p.m. 1:42 a.m.
p.m. 1:00 a.m.
p.m. 1:30 a.m.
p.m. 2:00 a.m.
p.m. 4:15 a.m.
p.m. 4:26 a.m.
p.m. 1:09 a.m.
p.m. 1:00 a.m.
p.m. 2:27 a.m.
p.m. 3:00 a.m.
p.m. 1:38 a.m.
p.m. 4:00 a.m.
p.m. 3:45 a.m.
p.m. 2:03 a.m.
p.m. 2:27 a.m.
p.m. 2:19 a.m.
p.m. 2:33 a.m.
p.m. 1:47 a.m.
p.m. 3:24 a.m.
p.m. 3:30 a.m.
p.m. 1:39 a.m.
p.m. 2:15 a.m.
p.m. 1:00 a.m.
p.m. 2:52 a.m.
p.m. 2:40 a.m.
P.M. 3:26 a.m.

E,C F1, #12
P.M F1, #10

Program
729*/#
Scramble
835'/#
Duplication
9407#
Take-2 E.
5927#
Take 2W.
681*/#

F1,
F1,
F1,
F1,

#24
#22
#23
#20

F1, #21

517'/#

KPIX (time permitting)

2-4 hrs. per day

No

F1. #1

KTVU

7 am-1 am
(weekdays)

No

F1, el

4387#1-

F1, #9

7 am-4 am
(weekends)

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.

October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

11:00
12:30
12:30
12:30
12:30
12:30
10:00
11:00
12:30
12:30
12:30

a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

12:30
12:30
10:00
11:00
12:30
12:30
12:30
12:30
12:30

p.m.
p.m.
am
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Calliope 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. Saturdays and 6:30 to 7:30 weekdays. No
Sunday.
English Channel, Sundays 10:00 p.m. to 12:00 p.m. and Tuesdays following
sports (approximately 10:00 p.m.)
E = eastern
C = central
M = mountain
P = pacific

243*/#

Fi, #22

Newstime

24 hrs.

2761#

F1, #6

Nickelodeon

24 hrs.

Reuters
4:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Monday thru Friday
SPN 24 hrs„ (Sun.)

October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October

No

F1, #2

No

F1. #18

429'/# auto switch to commercial,
on/off respectively

517, begin SPN Program segment, after Pay TV (10:30 p.m.
Eastern, Monday-Saturday).

SIN

USA Network

12:30
12:30
12:30
10:00
11:00
12:30
12:30
12:30
12:30
12:30
10:00

Alert Satellite/
Tones Transponders

12 pm-5 pm
(weekdays)
7 am-12 pm
(weekends)

Showtime

8 pm-10 (11) pm

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Start/Stop

Modern Talking
Pictures

PTL

HTN

October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October

Day

F1, #7

2:30 pm-2:30 am

HBO

.9

Signal

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

3:30
3:30
3:30
1:30
1:30
3:00
3:30
3:30
3:30
3:30
1:30
1:30
3:30
3:30
3:30
3:30
3:30
1:30
1:30
3:30
3:30
3:30
3:30
3:30
1:30
1:30
3:30
3:30
3:30
3:00
3:30

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

F1, #21

517#, end SPN Program segment, before Pay TV segment
8:00 p.m. Eastern, MondaySaturday).
3:27
3:29
2:27
3:00
2:42
3:29
3:28
2:53
2:57
2:30
3:33
2:31
3:30
2:50
3:12
2:03
2:10
3:01
2:35
3:42
3:29
2:53
3:10
3:35
3:22
3:31
2:37
3:31
2:43
2:30
4:33

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.

24 hrs.

576*/#1:t

No

E. C, F1, #12; .
P, M, F1,

Westar II #6

The Movie Channel

24 hrs.

311*/#E.
5197#W.

Trinity (KTBN)

24 hrs.

No

F1, #14

WGN

5:42 am-3 (3:30) am
(Mon.-Thurs.)
24 hrs. Sat. & Sun.
Ends 3 am on Sun.

No

F1, #3

WOR

24 hrs.

F1, #5

F1 #17

All program times are listed for the eastern time zone, unless otherwise noted.
1
. Commercial substitution 6017#; Thurs. baseball 7067#.
ttOn-line 6797#; off-line 753*/#; access 8437#.

THE MDS ANTENNA..
During the last three years, we at TEST have worked
with MDS operators across the country to develop the
products needed now and in the future.
MDS operators have asked for an antenna that is rugged, has low wind loading, is cost effective and is
designed for easy installation.
We are proud to present TEST's lightweight MDS
ANTENNA which is made of corrosion resistant steel
and is designed to be strong, easy to assemble and erect.
The TEST Antenna is designed for long life and trouble
free service, with adipole that is pressure tested to keep
water out. The end result is a system that will keep
working even in the most extreme weather conditions.
Available in 3 sizes, the TEST Antenna meets your
medium, high, and extra-high gain requirements.

New TEST Downconverto
Test produces a complete line of MDS Receiving
equipment for both residential and MATV systems—
Products include: Antenna/Downconvertor combinations for ease of installation, Crystal Controlled
units for extreme stability and Low Noise units for low
signal areas.
From Close-In to Deep Fringe reception areas, TEST has
your equipment requirements covered.

Details and performance specifications on this and
all products are available on request, please call
(213) 989-4535.

Tanner Electronic Systems Technology, Inc.
16130 Stagg Street, Van Nuys, California 91409

Technology
be manually or remotely controlled, or

mation, contact Tele -Engineering

supervised by a 7 day programmable

Corporation, Ernest O. Tunmann, 2

event selector.

Central Street, Framingham, Massa-

Literature is available.

For infor-

chusetts 01701, or call (617) 877-6494.

Vitek Offers Jumper Trap
Jumper traps that can filter the
output levels of settop converters to

COMTECH Introduces

accept two power supplies that can be

prevent set overloading are available

Terrestrial Microwave Systems
Comtech has introduced the Model

arranged to operate independently or

from

Vitek

Electronics

of

Edison,

in an OR'ed configuration.

M-100, designed to retrofit any existing

To accommodate system needs the

The distortion in TV pictures caused

terrestrial microwave radio system

Model M-100 is provided with avariety

by converter overloading shows up as

with high-speed digital capabilities

of IF and digital interfaces and options.

distortion or a beat in the TV picture,

ranging from 40 Kb/s to 3 Mb/s.

The group band option is provided

New Jersey.

with 75 ohm unbalanced or 130 ohm

and is caused by inadequate filtering of
the upper adjacent video carrier at the

balanced IF and either V.35 or RS-449

converter output.

digital. The super group modem is

The Jumper Trap is a combination

provided with 75 ohm IF and V.35

jumper cable and upper adjacent video

digital. The DOV option has a 75 ohm

notch filter, and is installed between

IF and V.35 or T-1 digital. The DOV

the set top converter output and the

modem operates anywhere in the

subscriber's TV set.

baseband of the microwave radio.

Vitek Jumper Trap eliminates the

Front panel controls provide for

need for a jumper cable, and its

manual IF and data loop-back func-

male/female connectors insure easy

tions. These controls and other modem

installation.

status indications are available via rear

For more information, contact Vitek

panel connector for interface with

Electronics at Four Gladys Court,

existing microwave status and control

Edison, New Jersey 08817, or call (201)

systems. Units incorporating redun-

287-3200.

dancy can be configured for remote
The unit's quadraphase (OPSK)

Earth Station

Compact Switch Module Permits
Centralized IF and Video Switching
A compact control module that
switches IF and video frequencies for
applications such as microwave routing, and satellite and cable TV channel
selection, is being introduced by Tele Engineering Corporation of Framing-

switching.

modulation technique provides high

The Model M-100 is highly filtered

efficiency packing for fully loaded

and does not require additional exter-

networks. The basic configuration

nal filters for interface with the micro-

incorporates modulator, demodulator

wave system. At C/N of 25 dB, error

and power supply modules housed in a

performance is greater than 10 -9 .At

tray designed for 19-inch rack mount-

the C/N of most domestic terrestrial
microwave networks, the Comtech

ing. The tray can accommodate a
single modem, dual modems, or a

Model M-100 will operate virtually

single modem with a hot standby and

error free.

automatic switch. The optional switch

For additional information, contact

monitors the on-line modem and

Comtech Data Corporation, 613 South

switches to the standby modem upon

Rockford Drive, Tempe, Arizona 85281,

fault detection. The tray will also

or call (602) 968-2433.

ham, Massachusetts.
The Tele -Engineering PVS Switch

New Equipment

utilizes these codes to control VCR

Module is a control board that permits

Automatically Inserts Commercials

switching of IF and video frequencies

automation and switching equipment,

On Toned Satellite Programs

thereby inserting the spots automati-

from a single, compact housing. For

Channelmatic, Inc., Alpine, Cali-

application flexibility, it incorporates

fornia-based manufacturer of satellite

This equipment makes it very profit-

12 coaxial connectors that offer vari-

tone switching and custom control

able for the cable operator to sell low-

ous input/output configurations, such

systems, has developed atotally auto-

cost time on such services. In the past,

as 4 coaxial form C contacts, or 11

matic system for inserting VCR-based

the requirement for a full-time opera-

inputs on 1 output. Isolation is better

commercial spots into the slots provided

tor—as well as the almost impossible

than 100 dB between contacts.

by program suppliers such as Cable

task of inserting the commercials

Incorporating a replaceable, selfcontained power supply, the Tele -

News Network.
According to Bill Killion, president

cally.

manually—have resulted in little use of
the local time slots.

Engineering PVS Switch Module is

of Channelmatic, most program sup-

Literature and applications infor-

available for IF, video, video with audio

pliers that offer the option to insert

mation is available from Channelmatic,

follow-on, or tone activated switching.

local advertising are surrounding the

Inc., 2232 Lindsay Michelle Drive,

A single 51
2 "
/
91
/
2">< 19 1
/
2"housing ac-

time slots with high-speed four-digit

Alpine, California 92001, or by calling

commodates up to 4 modules that can

DTMF codes. The new equipment

(714) 445-2691.

Miscellaneous
ECC Introduces Two Thick Wall
Heat-Shrink Cable Sleeves
Electronized Chemicals Company,
a division of High Voltage Engineering
Corporation, announced immediate
availability of two Insultite'" Thick Wall
Cable Sleeve heat-shrinkable lines:
ITCSF, a flame retardant product line,
and ITCSN, a non flame retardant line.

Both ITCSF and ITCSN products,
by retaining toughness and weather-

ability, are ideal for a variety of aerial,

satisfy most environment sealing re-

underground and URD direct buried

quirements, or uncoated for electrical

applications. ECC cable sleeves readily

protection. Standard cut lengths range

conform to a wide range of connector

from six inches to 48 inches. Custom

and splice configurations. Thanks to

lengths are available upon request.

shrink ratios of up to four to one and a

tion sheets are readily available by

insure snug and water resistant fits—

contacting ECC Customer Service,

without cracking or splitting.
ECC Insultite cable sleeves are
available with adhesive sealants to

maximum of 762 mm (30") deep. The
53.7 kW (72 hp) DH7 with P80 plow also

Case now offers seven different

buries cable to 762 mm (30 ") deep.

models of single purpose cable plows

And the largest of the Case single-

from 18.6 kW (25 hp) to 58 kW (78 hp),

purpose cable plows, the 58 kW (78 hp)

including the Mini-Sneaker, Maxi-

475 Cable Layer buries up to 51 mm

Sneaker, 30+4, DH4, DH5, DH7 and the

(2") O.D. cable to 914 mm (36") cover

475 Cable Layer.

depths.

The 26.1 kW (35 hp) Mini-Sneaker,

All Case line-layers feature hydro-

equipped with the P40 plow, direct-

static drive. Rubber-tired units (all

buries cable up to 475 mm (18") deep.

models except 475) have heavy-duty

The 26.1 kW (35 hp) Maxi-Sneaker,

differentials and articulation for mo-

also equipped with the P40, and the

bility and traction. The Case 475 is an

22.4 kW (30 hp) 30+4 with P60 plow,

integral crawler-vibratory plow espe-

both bury cable down to 610 mm (24").

cially designed for large utility and

32 kW (43hp) DH4 and 44 kW (59hp)

utility contractor jobs.

DH5 units with P60 plow bury cable a

Add afew hundred video channels ro your cable system
through use of Colorado Video Slow Scan TV equipment

•
•
•
•

library
indusmal
security
communicarions

Contact us far technical specifications
and applications notes.

COLORADO

by calling (617) 272-2850.

Complete Line of Cable Plows

• for UPI NEWSTIME
• for special services
Teleconferencing
medical
insTrucrional
municipal

Electronized Chemicals Company,
Burlington, Massachusetts 01803, or

Case Offers

elLOM' eit©Laki ing

•
•
•
'•

Free testing samples and specifica-

large choice of tubing sizes, they

VIDEO

INC

BOX 928 BOULDER, COLORADO 80306
(303) 444-3972 TWX 910-940-3248 COLO VIDEO f3DR

Case line-layers feature a patented

.
/meseeemezatamewme.
..

a

Pissib
MoreMoreMore
Triple Triple Triple
Beats!
o

Or second order beats either when you
build with aPhasecom Coherent
Headend utilizing Harmonically Related
Carriers (HRC). Only HRC eliminates the
visual effect of all triple beats. And only
Phasecom builds second generation HRC
headends of the direct synthesis type.
Reliable, "hands-off" headends that make
it possible to distribute up to 58 channels of crisp, beat-free pictures. Call or
send for our new brochure "The Coherent
Headend Picture" today.

PHASECOM CORP.

The Headend Experts
6365 Arizona Circle
Los Angeles, CA 90045

(213) 641-3501

CABLEFILE/81
The standard reference for
the cable television industry.
Pre publication offer available.
Order yours now.

hinged drop chute with a removable
gate which isolates vibration from the
line being

buried. And it permits

restringing service loops without cutting lines.

clothing or other objects. Perfectly
balanced eccentric weights, which

Feed-type or pull-through bullettype blades are available for varying
depths. And for tougher plowing con-

create the vibratory action, are completely enclosed. On the DH series

ditions, Case APC (Adverse Plowing

models and the 475 cable layer, vibra-

Conditions) blades increase produc-

tion speeds can be independently and

tion footage, especially in hard, tight or

infinitely controlled. Patented sk id-

clay soil conditions.

shoes hold to edges of the cut, and
constant hydraulic down-pressure

Case, Light Equipment Division, P.Ó.

assures that lines are buried at the
required depth.

call (316) 945-0111.

For further information, contact J.I.
Box 9228, Wichita, Kansas 67277, or

C-COR Electronics, Inc.

has increased beyond the manufactur-

Introduces Quad Line Extenders

ers' ability to supply. C-COR has

C-COR Electronics has introduced

produced the Quad Extender Amplifier

a new series of Line Extender Amplifiers utilizing quad circuitry with band-

to ensure deliveries on schedule and to
meet our customers' requirements.

widths of 300 or 400 MHz with 28 and

The Quad Line Extenders feature

31 dB gain. The Quad Extender Ampli-

optimized carrier-to-noise ratio since

fier gets its name because it contains a

the equalization and slope control are

As on all Case line-layers, the line-

quad circuit which consists of four

layer itself attaches to the drive unit

located interstage. This is especially

transistors mounted on a common

beneficial when extender amplifiers
are cascaded. The Quad Line Extenders

with an eight-point suspension system

substrate and heat sink. The hybrid

with rubber bushings to isolate the

extender amplifier which utilizes a

vibration from the drive unit and
operator.

were designed in the exact physical

hybrid integrated transistorized circuit

configuration as the presently pro-

RF amplifier is becoming difficult to

Case cable plows have no long

produce in the quantities necessary

duced hybrid Extender Amplifiers and
will retrofit to previously manufactured

exposed drive shafts that can catch on

because the demand for hybrid units

C-COR equipment. The other circuitry

tue saill II saves you *net
The digital frequency control lets you select a
er
rors.
channel
quickly with n
op
eaking
these features

This
This

METER
also
forfeatures:
$1,495.00
meter provides
you

II An Internal Calibrator
• A full 4MHz to 300MHz

▪ A built in spectrum
analyzer
• A % hum modulation
circuit
Write or call for complete
information today

MID STATE
Communications Inc.
174 South First Ave.
Beech Grove, Indiana 46107
(317) 787-9426

Design features include: integral

such as gain control, plug-in equalizers

finger grips along the edge of the
mount allows the mount to be held by

and pads are identical to those used in
the hybrid extender amplifier.
The Quad Line Extenders are cov-

the fingertips, thereby keeping installers' hands free of epoxy; and dovetail

ered by C-COR's two-year warranty. In

channels in the base improve mechani-

fact, preliminary information shows

due to massive heat spreader and heat

The mount is available in black

cal bond strength. Panduit offers EMA
epoxy mixer cups packaged with mixer
sticks. The epoxy can be mixed in less

sink in the new C-COR design. C-COR
equipment has always been known for

weather resistant nylon for outdoor
use (Part No. EMS-A-0) and natural

than a minute.
Two types of kits are available for

its reliability and it is felt that the cooler
operation of the Quad Line Extender

nylon (Part No. EMS-A). It is used with
any PANDUIT" miniature, intermediate

MRO and construction applications.

will enhance the reliability of the
product.
For further information, contact

or standard cross-section cable tie to
provide a quick, economical, dependable method of mounting.

Fred C. Kummer, 60 Decibel Road,
State College, Pennsylvania 16801, or

Typical applications of the mount

epoxy with mixer sticks and 12 weather

are in cable TV, communications or

resistant cable ties.
The epoxy-applied mounts, epoxy

that the Quad Line Extenders run
cooler than their hybrid equivalents

call (814) 238-2461.

electrical construction where areliable,
secure mount is required outdoors, in
basements on steel, aluminum, glass,

An epoxy-applied mount for secur-

wood or virtually any masonry surface.
The mount reduces total installation

ing cables and wires to most surfaces

cost by eliminating labor needed to

including concrete and masonry is

drill holes and install anchor bolts. The
mount is designed for use with EMA

Epoxy-Applied Cable Tie Mounts

announced by Panduit Corporation
Electrical Products Group, Tinley
Park, Illinois.

epoxy and, when properly applied, has
a pull-off force exceeding 60 pounds.

The Harris Satellite Video Receiver

One kit contains three weather resistant mounts and one cup of epoxy with
mixer stick. The other kit contains 12
weather resistant mounts, four cups of

mount kits, and the full line of PANDUIT"
wiring products are sold only through
Panduit Electrical Products Group
Distributors nationwide.
For further information on the
epoxy-applied mount, contact Panduit
Corporation, 17301 Ridgeland Avenue,
Tinley Park, Illinois, or call (312) 5321800.

Quiet Quality

Quietness is Important.
• A quality video receiver is silent and
invisible, processing signals with no
degradation. The sound and video
fidelity of Harris Model 6522 Receiver
is outstanding.
• A quality video receiver must reject
noise. Under low signal conditions
when pictures from other receivers
break up, Harris Model 6522 delivers
good video. Our tracking filter demod*
makes the difference.
• A quality video receiver must do its
job without demanding attention. Install a Harris 6522 Receiver, then
ignore it. You'll get reliability. If it
fails (nothing is perfect forever), call
our 24-hour telephone service number

FEATURES:
Frequency agility, local or remote control;
automatic polarization switching; dual conversion.

HARRIS

COMMUNICATION AND
INFORMATION PROCESSING

(305) 724-3000.
•Patent applied for.

HARRIS CORPORATION Satellite Communications Division
P 0 Box 1700. Melbourne, Florida 32901 305/724-3000
TFI F X 56-7488

Don't compromise.
Now one pay TV hardware
system has enough flexibility to
meet you on your own terms.
The Jerrold Starpack®
system ... the world's
best-selling converter line
... is now the world's
most complete pay line.
The Jerrold converter line, installed in more homes than any
other, is now available with all
these pay delivery options...
• Multi-channel descramblers
built into our converters for
descrambling on all channels.
• In- or out-of-band signal
recovery to optimize hardware
costs for systems of different
size, penetration and pay tier
structures.
• New Midband terminal
with built-in multi-channel
descrambling.
• New converter adapter
adds multi-level pay
to existing converters.
• New addressable control of all
terminals through our new
head-end computer controller
system.
All elements are compatible. Start
now with the configuration that
meets today's needs and be confident you can upgrade to meet
tomorrow's opportunities.
For information, contact General
Instrument Corporation, Jerrold
Division, 2200 Byberry Road,
Hatboro, PA 19040,215-674-4800,
800-523-6678; in Pennsylvania
only, 800-562-6965.

Jerrold...
systems you can build on.

GENERAL
INSTRUMENT

Four Major Milestones
in CATV Amplifiers.

First transistors made and
characterized especially for
CATV amplifiers.
From TRW, of course.

First hybrids for CATV. Elimination
of interconnects provides inherent
increase in reliability, ease of field
repairs. Improved performance over
discrete amplifiers.
TRW does it first. Again.

Now in 1980!
400 MHz Hybrids
53 Channels
17 dB gain
34 dB gain

First hybrids with all gold systems,
the optimum for ruggedness and
reliability. Gold die with ballasting
resistors and fine geometry
has dramatically improved the
performance.

We started 1980 as the first and only
supplier with 34 dB gain. And we're not
stopping. Ahead is the next generation
with radically-improved noise figure
and output capability.
Go with the leader, TRW. Again.

And TRW is first. Again.

TRW RF SEMICONDUCTORS

An Electronic Components Division of TRW Inc.

Bibliography
Rating:

***

The Linear Amplifier Planbook
Published by: A.P. Systems, P.O. Box 488, Milford, PA 18337
This is largely acollection of Motorola publications for those who are interested
in building linear amplifiers. Although the headings are directed toward hams,
most of the circuits are of more interest to CB operators, since they cover lowfrequency (27 MHz) circuits.
If you want to build a good CB linear, this book may be worth the $11.95 price.
Then again, you might just want to write to Motorola and get their Engineering
Bulletins.
Good luck to all you who build them. Hope Uncle Charlie or the local CATV tech
doesn't catch you with a kilowatt linear.
We give the Engineering Bulletins a three star rating.

Rating:
Engineer's Notebook Published by Radio Shack, a division of Tandy
Corporation. Cost: $2.49 Author: Forrest M. Mims, Ill First Edition,
Second Printing-1980
This is a notebook of technical drawings and circuits for the experimenter. Mr.
Mims has done his usual excellent job on this notebook. It is filled with a large
cross-section of the circuits most people like to build and build upon.
It starts with a review of the basics which is not at all the usual deadly dry
rendition. It continues with asection on MOS/CMOS circuits which includes gate
packages, combinational logic, sequential logic, RAMS and music chips. TTL/LS
integrated circuits, and a large section on Linear Integrated Circuits round it out
for complete coverage.
Written in a lab notebook style, this is one of the better treatments that we have
seen. If you are abuilder or tinkerer, or have any interest in circuits, this is the book
for you. We give it our highest five star rating.

—Glenn Chambers

•
•

_ •
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ADM HAS

»mil YOUR
ANTENNA,-AND YOUR TVRO SYSTEM.
Rapid delivery on ADM's
super-efficient 11-foot
polar-mount antenna (includes remote controlled
polarization rotation system as well!), plus, packages are available for
complete systems including
LNA, 24-channel tuneable
receiver and cabling. Why
wait in along line when you
can get the best, today!
A SUPER TVRO ANTENNA SYSTEM. High-quality
panelized aluminum 11-foot dish and steel polar
mount. Dish weighs approximately 200 pounds,
mount 265 pounds. Precision designed, easy
installation, zinc chromate base primed and heavyduty white top finish. The rotating feed is standard!
Easily shipped and installed. Choice openings for
dealers and distributors.

Antenna
Development
manufacturing, Inc.
P.O. Box 1178, Poplar Bluff, MO 63901

(1-314-785-5988)

MOULDING DUCT
Now, there's a fast simple way to install wire
and cable for CATV, MATV, CCTV, sound,
communications and security systems. EZSNAP r'" moulding duct eliminates through-thewall cabling and wire. You can staple, nail,
screw and glue it to any surface. It trims with a
knife or scissors and it can be painted for an
exact match.
EZ-SNAP
comes in three convenient sizes and
shapes and the light beige color blends with
most decors.
The unique snap-top cover provides easy access
to wires, cables, and components for
inspection, repair, or add-on service. NonCorrodable "Raceway - mini-midget VHF. UHF,
two and three-way Hybrid Splitters and
Directional Couplers are available to fit EZSNAP
Moulding Ducts.

DIV

VISLN

RMS CATV DIVISION RMS ELECTRONICS, INC.
50 Ant

Plate Bronx N y

-Tel (212) 892-1000 - 212) 8W4,700C

CUlect -

Toll Free

Make-ready survey
Design: strand & electronics
CATV equipment
Field engineering
Quality construction
Project management
For FULL SERVICE...
from survey thru proof of performance,
call on

Ate

AM CABLE TV INDUSTRIES, INC.
P0. Box 505, Quakertown, PA 18951

Formerly AM Communications Corporation, AM Electronics Corporation and Courier-Hooks Corporation
Toll Free: (800) 523-6742 or 6743
In PA: Call Collect (215) 538-2750

Electroline
SWITCH
MATCH
Transformers
&Dual
Cable Switch

Cable operators, who want
satisfied customers, are
switching to Electroline
switch-transformers and
cable switches which are of
very high isolation.
Protect yourself against
outages caused by power
failures, cable breaks, labor
problems, customerinstalled contraptions. Electroline equipment is tested
for reliability and durability
— and installation is so easy.

Quiet Confrontation
In Bloomington
CATV operators were warned several years ago of the
dangers to the CATV industry posed by Multipoint Distribution Services (MDS). Similarly MDS operators were warned
of what could happen to their businesses if cable operations
moved into their territories.
Bloomington, Minnesota, has witnessed such aconfront-

SWITCH MATCH
ESM-2B
Input-75 ohm
& 300 ohm
Output to TV
300 ohm

ation. Originally wired for cable by TOI in the early 70s, and
subsequently sold to Storer, the Northern Cablevision system in Bloomington is a 35-channel dual-trunk two-way
EU LI kOt INF

operation. Among their premium offerings is Home Box
Office (HBO).
Cox announced plans to operate an MDS system featuring HBO originating from downtown Minneapolis, just afew
miles away, in 1977. A representative of Cox visited the
Northern Cablevision office, according to Northern's manager Stephen Nierengarten. "They said they were coming in
with a premium channel, and said that since they were also
engaged in cable operations elsewhere, they wanted to keep
a good rapport with cable operators in their MDS area," he
said. "We had some apprehensions at first, but in fact things
have worked out quite well.
"Essentially, in my market they have gone in to complexes
that haven't wanted cable. The MDS system can go in with a
minimum of trouble. They hook directly to the MA (Master
Antenna) system.
"The main objection apartment building owners have against cable is external wiring. When we try to sell these complexes we have to externally wire them, and the owners are
extremely reluctant to have the wires all over the outside of
their buildings, so it has become sort of a closed market to
us. The MDS people have been free to go in there, and its

SWITCH MATCH
ESM-753
Inputs, 75 ohm
Output, 300 ohm

CABLE SWITCH
ESM-75
All ports — 75 ohm
Excellent match
Isolation — 80 db

O.K. with us.
"We have yet to run into abuilding where they have had an
MDS service and wanted to change to cable. There are a
couple of places where it might come up, where its just a
matter of time before they want to accept external wire."
Nierengarten expressed hope that the peace would continue between the cable operation and the Cox MDS system,

ELECTROLINE
Television
Equipment Inc.
8750, 8th Avenue

SPECIAL AMPLIFIERS
D COUPLERS
D FILTERS
SPLITTERS
D TAPS
D TEST ADAPTORS
D SWITCH-TRANSFORMERS
D

Ville St-Michel
Montreal, Que. H1Z 2W4
or phone collect
(514) 725-2471
Representatives across Canada
and the U.S.A.
Offering aline of
quality equipment
for the cable industry.

but pointed out that conflicts were always possible, especially since they were both carrying HBO. The only real problem
he forsees concerns the cable system's right to penetrate
into buildings that are already under contract with Twin
Cities Home Theatre.
"They have apartment owners sign contracts, the same
type of contract that we have them sign," he said. "It gives
Cox the right to be the exclusive distributor of communications
services in that particular building. Now, we can do that
because we are the franchise holder in this community. If we
want to go into a place that is already under contract with
Cox, and the tennants want us in, Idon't think they can
restrict us from going in there just because of their contract.
"But it hasn't come up yet."
Twin Cities manager Terry Presely agreed that the CATVMDS confrontation was anything but heated. "The cable

System Profile
operators feel that we are not athreat to them," he said. "The
big fear that went around four or five years ago was that the
minute cable came to town MDS was out.
"We have found it to be not true. If anything, we are being
competitive. We have lost very few of our apartment com-

COLOR DIGITAL
MESSAGE/WEATHER
UNDER s4000°° complete
BEI HAS INTERFACED THE CG-800 "MARQUEE"
TO THE HEATHKIT

WEATHER AND MESSAGE CHANNEL.

plexes to cable. We have lost two, maybe three, in three

CABLEVIS1ON
ANYTOWN U.S.A.

years. There are a few complexes that we have been serving
jointly, but generally our biggest advantage is that alot of the

DAY
MON

apartment complex owners don't want to see a lot of cables
and wires running around on the exterior of their buildings."
Presely said that since people in the Minneapolis area can
receive five or seven channels off the air, depending on
location, the demand for full service cable is low. "The
biggest thing they are looking for around here is the premium channel," he said, "something special with movies,
sporting events, entertainment and that kind of stuff. We
have found that apartment owners feel the same way."
The Twin Cities system leases most of their gear from
Microband, and uses an earth station owned and maintained
by General Communication, a local cable company.
Northern

Cablevision personnel couldn't think of any

major technical problems caused by the proximity of the
MDS service, but had plenty to say about radio station
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iCrawl line is keyboard
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Interlaced lo NOAA for
only $300.00

CHECK THESE STANDARD RATURES:
Keyboard
Four Message Pages
Crawl Line with 1000 Characters
RS-170 Color Sync System
dColor Background Generator
Automatic Centering
Page by Page Display Time
Random Page Display
And Morel
SYSTEMS FOR NEWS WIRE SERVICE AS LOW AS $3295.00
SYSTEMS FOR MESSAGE SERVICE AS LOW AS $279500
For more Information call or write

WDGY, a50,000 watt/AM radio giant located in Bloomington.
"The radio station is right in the middle of the city,"
Nierengarten said. "The cable systems completely surrounds
their transmitting tower. That tends to play havok with us a

PO BOX 106A •OLATHE. KANSAS 66061
(913) 764-1900
EWX 910 749 6401

lot. We have a local origination studio, and a public access
studio. What we find is that the third harmonic of the radio
station comes in on the color burst of the video signals. We
pick it up in our video tape recorders.
"We are getting a diagonal banding through our pictures,
and there is not adamn thing we can do about it. We think it is
coming in through the heads on the VTRs. If we go to a film
chain, or astudio camera, everything is fine, but when we use
the VTRs the distortion comes right in."
Northern Cablevision's plant was built by TCI beginning
in 1971. It was switched on in 1974, shortly before TCI sold
the system to Storer. TCI put up 210 miles of plant before

The
with
no stinger!

selling, and Storer is in the process of expanding the system
to 360 miles. "We currently have 270 miles built," Neirengarten said. "We have designs in hand for another 80 miles,
with a few sundry areas to go.
"The entire 210 mile TCI original build is all Thetacom.
When Storer took over, they started buying and installing
Magnavox, everything but converters. Any operator who
runs a converter plant will tell you stories of woe," he said.
"Our plant itself is a real sturdy plant, but 80 percent of our
service calls are for converters. At day one all the converters
were Jerrold. But one day we needed some converters fast,
and couldn't find any Jerrolds, so TCI got us some Oaks.
When Storer took over they bought Hamlins. Then, for whatever reason, they decided to buy Sylvanias. Now they are
buying Hamlins again. Iwish like heck the whole system was
Hamlin. Both the field people and the management people
like the Hamlins. They are not remote, so they don't get
banged around a lot, and they are very durable."
Any operator who runs aconverter plant will discover that
a great number of converters disappear, Nierengarten said.
People rip them off, when the people move, the converters
move. "It gets expensive," he said.

The LRC Innovators announce the "B"
series entry connector (EMI).
It has all the characteristics of our original EMI—the same radiation sleeve,
crimping mechanism, internal fitting and
RF integrity—but it's shorter. It's a good
deal for you because it means shorter
center conductor preparation.
The "B" series EMI from LRC, it's a
honey of a connector.
Innovators for the CATV Industry.

iRc ELECTRONICS,INC.
901 SOUTH AVE., HORSEHEADS, N.Y. 14845 PHONE 607-739-3844
AVAILABLE IN EUROPE TIM: Electro Service NV
Noeuviendoilt 40. B 2800 Michelen, Belgium
CANADA TRIM Electroline TV Equipment Montteal Quebec

CMI Personnel Services

YOUR TOTAL EMPLOYMENT SERVICES NETWORK
EMPLOYERS ... Let us help you to find the right job applicant.
JOB CANDIDATES ... Let us help you to find the best position available.
•
•
•
•

WE
WE
WE
WE

•

YOU can improve your chances of success when you employ our large full-time

•

YOU can receive at NO CHARGE, our bi-monthly "Top Jobs & Candidates" bulletin,

•

YOU can benefit from our counsel on how to interview and from our knowledge of the job

•

geographical differences and competing services/ technologies.
TOGETHER we should be able to accomplish your objective, so let's get started TODAY.

are an employer-paid personnel agency.
represent HUNDREDS of POSITIONS and CANDIDATES nationwide.
have a proven track record (cable TV, pay TV, STV, MDS, satellite, radio and TV).

are an established firm (1971) which provides various services including research, cable
system brokerage, publications and special reports, and we own and operate two
cable TV systems.

professional staff ... in strictest confidence, of course.
read by thousands in the communications field, by just writing or giving us a call.
marketplace, i.e., salary, benefits and other compensation relative to job descriptions,

(714) 461-7891
2326 Tampa Ave., El Cajon, CA 92020

COMMUNICATIONS MARKETING, INC.
PERSONNEL SERVICE

CABLE CAREER HOTLINE

1-800-433-2160

CHIEF TECHNICIAN
Over 232-mile plant in East Texas.

to $16,000

• CHIEF ENGINEER

$30,000+

Northeast location. Over 1000 miles of plant.
• MANAGER/TECHNICIAN
For small system in North Texas. Build front ground up.

to $18,000

• CHIEF ENGINEER
•Salary Open
For system in upper Midwestern state. Two-way design and large system experience.
AA or BSEE in electronics.
• CHIEF ENGINEER
For Pennsylvania and elew Jersey areas.

to $25,000

• CHIEF ENGINEER
to $20,000
For large system in South. Must know new construction and two-way design.

ENGINEERING • TECHNICIANS
OPERATIONS • FRANCHISING
SYSTEM MANAGEMENT

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

C

CAREER
. MARKETING
MN ASSOCIATES

Jan Sather
Cable Television Specialist
5031 South Ulster
Suite 430
Denver, Colorado 80237
(303) 779-8890

• CHIEF ENGINEER
Salary Open +Car, +Benefits
Caribbean location. Large system experience. Bi -lingual helpful.
• TECHNICI4NS
Houston, Texas area.
• MANAGER OF MECHANICAL DESIGN
Set up documentation and drafting department.

$12-15,000
$28-30,000 w/excellent benefits

• AERIAL CONSTRUCTION SUPERINTENDENT
Minimum three years experience.
• CHIEF TECHNICIAN
250-mile plant in Ohio. Good people skills.

$17,000+ vehicle+

DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING

$20,000 +car +bonus

New MS0 with a nationally recognized
senior management seeks a Corporate
Director of Engineering. Join our group
and reap the rewards of a growing new
organization. We are a private company
and offer a very creative working environment. We need someone who can
deal with policy issues, systems operations, project management and the
emerging science anc technology of our
industry. If you want to be with the very
best, contact us at Box C-ED-1080-1.

• CHIEF TECHNICIAN
For a 58-channel, 500-mile plant in Michigan.

$18-24,000

• PROJECT MANAGER
Salary Open
Texas location. Super MS0..
All positions include benefits and moving expenses. Call days, evenings or weekends for
information about these and other opportunities in Texas, call collect: (817) 236-7187.

JIM YOUNG & ASSOCIATES
CATV RECRUITERS
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Help Wanted

P.O. Box 79089 • Ft. Worth, TX 76179

FEES PAID

Classifieds
CABLE: HELP WANTED
TECHNICAL

CATV CHIEF
INSTRUCTOR

Production Engineer
Management position. Responsible for
the development, management and
operation of engineering services for
three studios. Extensive production
facilit es. Qualifications desired:

American Television & Communications Corporation, a rapidly

• 1st Class FCC License
• Experience with RCA TK 760/76, C
Type 1" or equivalent
• Experience and knowledge of remote
microwave facilities

expanding multiple system cable television operator, is seeking an
individual with proven training, administrative and supervisory skills to
instruct installer through chief technician-level courses. A minimum of
an Associate degree in electronics or two years specialized electronics
in a vocational technical school is required, as well as training in digital

Salary commensurate with experience.

technology and recent math experience. Ideal candidate will be well
rounded in all areas of CATV and Microwave, and possess a valid FCC

Qualified applicants send resume to:
Bob Wilson, Director of Personnel,
UA -Columbia Cablevision of Texas,
Inc, San Antonio, Texas 78205. NO
PHONE CALLS, PLEASE.

first-class license. Position will involve pole climbing. For confidential
consideration, please forward resume and salary requirement to:

Robert Odland
Manager—Training and Development

.WM10

IMInn>

CHIEF TECHNICIAN NEEDED

AMERICAN TELEVISION &
COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION

New, growing Cable TV company in
central New Jersey area needs experienced Chief Technician. Willing to pay
up to

160 INVERNESS DRIVE WEST
ENGLEWOOD, COLORADO 80112
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/HN

$30,000

per year

for person with the proper qualifications
and apility. Contact: Princeton Cablevision, P.O. Box 280, Plainsboro, N.J.
08536, (609) 799-8460.

EXPERIENCED TECHNICIAN
Wanted in medium size midwest system.
Major MSO, excellent benefits. Experience to include customer service and
trunk maintenance. Excellent growth
position. Send resume to Box C-ED1080-2.

WANTED: TECHNICIAN
Applications being accepted by dynamic
and rapidly expanding 50,000 subscriber
CATV System.
The sucessful applicant must have
hands-on experience in CATV System
operations, including Microwave TVRO
system, installation, service, plant construction, maintenance and repair. First
class FCC license helpful.
Excellent starting salary and Fringe
Benefits.
Send resume or contact:
Pat Frank
Personnel Manager
(716) 849-6469
Courier Cable Co., Inc.
Statler Building Suite 600
Buffalo NY 14202

MATRIX ENTERPRISES, INC.
The Cable Company Run By Cable People

71

The following positions are now available:

LEAD OR CHIEF TECHNICIAN—Needed

to assist regional engineer in the maintenance of several systems in Middle Tennessee. Must be able to sweep and
balance systems, assist in training technicians and installers. Must be familiar with head-ends
and earth stations. Some travel required

MAINTENANCE TECHNICIANS—Positions

available in Tennes-

see and Chicago.

INSTALLERS—Positions available

in Middle Tennessee and Chicago.

Positions available in other locations as well.
MATRIX ENTERPRISES INC

P 0 Box 2000
FrankIrn, TN 37064

Write or call collect:
Call Collect: (615) 790-6800
Ask for Bill Kotas, Personnel Manager;
In Illinois, Call (312) 256-6740

SUBSCRIBE

TO

C-ED
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CHIEF ENGINEER

FOR SALE

Vision Cable Communications, Inc.
In Clearwater, Florida

Texscan simultaneous sweep system.
Complete system including 9550T transmitter and 9550R receiver; 1 spare
receiver. All units just reconditioned by
Texscan. New cost: over $5800. Sell for
just $3500. Performance guaranteed.
Contact Stew Harry or Steve Allen, NorCal Cablevision, 2128 Myers St., Oroville,
CA 95965, (916) 533-0898.

NEW BUILD 60,000 Passings
+40,000 Possible
SYSTEM OF TOMORROW
• Multi-Tier
• Multi-Pay
• Tocom Security
• Two-Way Active
• Broadcast Quality Studio
This is a rare opportunity to join one of
the most aggressive and fastest growing
MSOs in a beautiful suburban resort
area. Please forward resume with salary
requirements in strict confidence to:
Mr. Richard M. White
Vice President
VISION CABLE
COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
110 E. 59th St., 36th Floor
New York, New York 10022

Business Directory

TELE -ENGINEERING CORP.
TECHNICIAN WANTED

Engineers and Contractor

For repair of field strength meters. Must
be experienced and have own equipment, able to relocate. Send resume to
CABLE, P.O. Box 1141, Bellflower, CA
90706.

FOR QUALITY CABLE
COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEMS

Ifitga j»er4 *Meg
Manufacturers Represented:
*Blonder Tongue
*Broadband Engineering
•CCS Hatfield
*Computer Video
*Control Technology
*EEG Enterprises
*Intercept Corp.
*Insulation Systems
•LRC Electronics
*Multiplier Industries
•Vitek
3501 S. Corona, P.O. Box 2001
Englewood, CO 80110
(303) 761-3304
(800) 525-8386
3815 NW 82nd St.
Kansas City, MO 64151
(816) 436-2512

RMT
ENGINEERING

• Strandmaps
• System Design

SYSTEM TECHNICIAN
Immediate opening for an experienced
system technician to maintain diversiFCC 2nd Class license and microwave
experience helpful. Apply to Imperial
experience helpful. Apply to Imperial
Valley Cable Co., P.O. Box 1945, El
Centro, CA 92244.

Equipment for Sale

• Construction Supervision
• Head End Surveys and Design
• MW Surveys and Design
• TURNKEY IMPLEMENTATION
As independent turnkey contractor, we
will take your project from conceptual
stages to completion. Through selection
of quality system components, we will
deliver a plant of the highest reliability,
performing to the most stringent system
performance specifications.
2 Central Street
Framingham, Massachusetts 01701
(617) 877-6494

CATV/MATV REPAIRS
60-DAY WARRANTY
10-15 DAYS TURNAROUND
FOR PRICES WRITE TO
625 E. TAYLOR AVENUE
SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA 94086
(408) 733-4830

SUBSCRIBE

TO

CRE D

re- Train

Your Technical Staff
Without Loss of Job Time

USED
AERIAL BUCKET TRUCKS
Featuring: Telsta, Servi -lift, HaHine
30-35 foot, Onan generator
Call Leo LeBlanc
(617) 893-3900
Colvins Inc. Auto Center
185 Prospect Street
Waltham, Mass. 02154
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NCTI Home Study Courses are the answer.
A full curriculum of courses ranges from
Installer to Chief Technician. Increase
personal competence and company
productivity. ..Write today for the 1980
NCT1 Course Catalog.

NATIONAL CABLE
TELEVISION INSTITUTE

P.O. Box 27277
Denver, CO 80227
(303) 697-4967

CATV EQUIPMENT REPAIRS

RONALD C. COTTEN & ASSOCIATES

• Line & Distr. Amplifiers
• Field Strength Meters
• Headend & CCTV Gear

Professional Engineers
General Consultation, CATV Strand Mapping
and System Engineering, Microwave, and
Satellite Communications Services Offered

• Fast Turnaround
• Quality Workmanship
• Reasonable Rates
All repairs are
unconditionally guaranteed.
For more information call collect

VideoTech
Service Inc.
CATV

mATV - CCTV

4505-0 W ROSECRANS AVENUE
HAWTHORNE. CALIFORNIA 90250
213-675-3266

Phone: 303-770-4175
8775 E. Orchard Rd., Suite 817 Englewood, Colorado 80111

Equipment Wanted

Miscellaneous

MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT
WANTED
We buy and sell all brands of used
microwave equipment. We have need for
the following:

•Towers

• Racks

• Rec & Trans
• Antennas
• Order Wire

Ic
• Amps
•Cable
•Connectors
•Components
•Drop Mati
•Hardware
•Passives
•Traps
•Switchers
•Stamd-by
Power
•Sweep Gear
•Test Gear

JERRY CONN
ASSOCIATES,
INC.

• Mux

Call (717) 263-8258 or
(717) 264-5884

CORP

for quality work
• STRAND MAPPING

MOTOROLA WANTED
Cash paid for mobiles, portables, bases and repeaters
in ANY quantity. Anything
MOTOROLA! We sell same at
wholesale.

9605 Dubarry Avenue
Seabrook, Maryland 20801
Len Rusnak 9arn-6pm
6 days
(301) 441-1221

ENGINEERING
II SYSTEMS DESIGN
by experienced
professionals

Toll Free 800-523-9357
In PA. 215-282-1611

VISTA III CONCEPTS
Box 3981
Laramie, Wyoming 82071

ATTENTION:

MI MAKE-READY

Call Wally Hooks

Hand-held cable identifier

New Classified Information

— CALIFORNIA RADIO

OOKS

TCI-4

San Bernardino Industrial
Communications
133 East Rialto Avenue
San Bernardino, California 92408
(714) 889-1712

MANUFACTURERS'
REPRESENTATIVES
,c) THE CABLE INDUSTR1'

P.O. Box 444
Chambersburg, Pa.
17201

SAVE TIME
SAVE MAN HOURS

SUBSCRIBE

TO

c.
E

Payable in advance. Check or
money order only. (Billing charge
$1.00 additional.)
When placing an ad, indicate the
exact category desired: Help
Wanted, Position Wanted,
Professional Services, Business
Directory, etc. If this information
is omitted, we will determine the
appropriate category according to
the copy.
Deadline is three weeks prior to
cover date. Orders will be
accepted by written confirmation
or taken over the phone. Replies
with Blind Box numbers should be
addressed to (Box Number) c/o
Cable Vision Magazine, P.O. Box
5400 T.A., Denver, Colorado
80217: Rates: $40.00 per column
inch. Minimum order one inch.
For further information or to place
your classified advertisement,
contact Patty Kay at 303/573-1433.
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employed in the engineering depart-

the University of California at Los

ment at a large CATV manufacturer

Angeles and is a Registered Profes-

and has considerable experience in

sional Engineer in Control Systems.

the areas of new product development,

Times Fiber Communications is

performace testing and developing

now the world's largest producter of

turnkey CATV systems.

coaxial cable for the CATV, military
and industrial markets. TFC is a subsidiary of the Insilco Corporation.
*

Merlin Demaray has been appoint-

ed Chief Engineer at Arvin/CATV, Jack
D. Cauldwell, general manager, has
announced.
Formerly Systems Engineering
Manager for Ranco, Inc. of Columbus,
*

Ohio, Demaray also held positions in

Allen W. Dawson has been appoint-

ed chairman and chief executive officer

product development and applications

of Siecor Optical Cables, Inc. and

engineering at that firm.

Superior Cable Corporation. Prior to

A graduate of Tri-State University,

his appointment, Dawson was execu-

Demaray holds a Bachelor of Science

tive vice president and a director of

degree in electrical engineering. He

Corning Glass Works, Corning, New

* Robert E. Miller has been appoint-

also received electronics training

York.

ed Manager of Fiber Optics Systems

He has received degrees in electri-

Engineerirg by Times Fiber Commun-

cal engineering and naval science from

ications, Inc. of Wallingford, Ct.

Columbia University and successively
served Corning Glass Works as an

Allen M. Kushner, Vice President of

engineer, sales manager and general

Times Fiber CommJnications, Mr.

manager of a department.

Miller will head a team of engineers,

According to an announcement by

lab and field technicians to design,
install and maintain fiber optic communications systems. Fiber optics is a
new method of point-to-point transmission of information which has

while in the United States Air Force.
According to Cauldwell, Demaray's
appointment reflects Arvin/CATV's
rapid growth and product line expansion. The company manufactures
electronic equipment for receiving
satellite and radar weather pictures, as
well as directional taps and switches
for cable television.
Arvin/CATV is a division of the
Applied Technology Group of Arvin
Industries, Inc.

many advantages over hard-wire cable
transmission in CATV, telecommunications, computers, and control systems.
"The primary mission of Systems
Engineering is the development of
customer-oriented fiber optic systems—including all components and
test equipment—with the highest
*

Due to significant growth in sales

and the continued expansion of its full

reliability-to-cost ratio," Mr. Miller
stated. "We are now completing a

line of distribution and teminal CATV

major new facility for completely

products, Eagle Comtronics has an-

integrated production of optical fibers

nounced several managerial appoint-

and cable, and expect to become one

ments.
Chester J. Syp has been named

of the leading competitors in this
field"

National Sales Manager, Dominic

Mr. Kellner joined Times Fiber Com-

"Doc" D'Alfonso has been named

munications recently after 15 years as

Marketing of Anixter Bros. has been

National Manager of in-house sales,

an electro -optical engineer and pro-

named President of Anixter—Mark,

and Greg Lauth as Director of Field

ject manager for Hughes Aircraft

the earth station and microwave an-

Engineering and Customer Service.

Company in Culver City, CA. Previously,

tenna division of Anixter Bros., Inc. it

In his new position, Lauth will

he was a Senior Engineer in Research

was announced by Bruce Van Wagner,

provide technical support in System

at North American Aviation (Rockwell).

Vice President of Operations.

Engineering applications for Eagle

He has also been an Assistant Pro-

Sylvan will direct the operations of

customers. Lauth previously managed

fessor at California State University at

Anixter's antenna division in the

Eagle Comtronics Quality Control and

Los Angeles.

worldwide communications market.

Warranty Repair Departments. Prior to

Mr. Miller is a U.S. Navy veteran,

joining Eagle in 1979. Lauth was

holds two engineering degrees from
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* Irwin S. Sylvan, Vice president,

The company operates a manufacturing facility in Des Plaines, Illinois.

People
* Peter C. Moody has been appointed

and director of research.

Manager, Product Safety and Reliability

Tenzer is a graduate of The Cooper

for General Cable Company, adivision

Union in New York, New York, asenior

of GK Technologies, Incorporated, it

member of IEEE and alicensed profes-

was announced today by Irving

sional engineer in the states of New

Kolodny, Vice President, Research

York and New Jersey. He was co-

and Technical Services for the division.

chairman of the International Wire and

In making the announcement, Mr.

Cable Symposium from 1953 to 1978

Kolodny said, "Mr. Moody brings
broad engineering, test, inspection,
quality control and quality assurance
experience to this important assignment. He will be responsible for monitoring product safety and reliablility

*

for our Apparatus (Mopeco, Puregas,

manager-fiber optics group, tor Belden

Charles L. Pater has been named

Telsta), Cornish Products Division."

Corporation, Robert W. Hawkinson,
president, announced. Pater will be

Mr. Moody, who joined General
Cable in 1948, has held a number of

respons:ble fo

quality control positions, including

fiber product development, marufac-

directing all optical

Manager of Technical and Quality

turing, marketing and sales activities.
Pater, 35, received his MBA degree

Control for General Cable. He is an

in 1977 from DePaul University, and a

honors graduate of London University
where he was awarded aB.A. degree in

master of science degree in mechanical

1948.

engineering in 1970 from Cleveland

General Cable Company, a divi-

and has served on many government

State University. Pater was graduated

sion of GK Technologies, Incorporated,

and industry technical panels. He is the

with a bachelor of science degree in

announced that Milton Tenzer has

author of numerous technical papers

mechanical engineering from Michigan

been appointed staff vice president

and chapters in several books.

Technological University in 1968.

*

HOW TO PINPOINT THE GROUND
FAULT AND FIND THE CABLE, TOO.
Our Dynatel" 573 ground fault
and cable locator. It's the
simple solution to most of
your CATV distribution cable
problems.

7r•; :
z.,744:4
3

But, 3M also believes in a
complete package. That's why
our 573 comes in a weatherproof case with long-life batteries definitely included.

Use this basic all-weather
tool to find the damaged
cable. Then, follow its path
with your earth contact frame
and hand-held receiver meter
direct to the ground fault.
And, you'll never miss. The
positive RED/GREEN directional meter signal sees
to that.

Ge'. together with us. For
details and prices call
408/733-4300. Or, write us
at Post Office Box 60549 in
Sunnyvale, California 94088.
TWX: 910/339-9202.

Then, when you're right over
the fault, just measure the
cable depth and dig. That's
really all there is to it.

TelComm Products Division/3M

In Canada: Contact R-O-R Associates, Ltd.

Dynate

sa Reg;stered Trademark al 3M

Also available, the Dyrate
500 if cable locating is all you
need to do.

Dynatel °Department

3M

Out of Sync

have not seen or used this device and can make no
recommendations on it. If you buy one, we would like to hear
how well it works.

Q

. Iam Chief Technician in an older cable system. The

system has been kept fairly free from signal leakage
(radiation) until we connected our cable into the existing
system in some large apartment buildings. Their cables are
old and of poor quality. Signal leakage from them is causing
lots of complaints among nearby non-subscribers who
threaten to notify the FCC. The owner of the buildings has
refused to rewire his system. My question is: Can the FCC
hold us responsible for radiation from the apartments or is it
their problem? My manager says it is their problem, but Isay
it is ours. Who is right?

Q

• We recently heard of a mechanical device for

climbing poles without using regular climbers. It is aportable
device, not vehicle mounted. None of our regular suppliers
have any information. Can you help us to locate one, if there

A

• According to the FCC, it is the responsibility of the

cable system to prevent excessive signal leakage within their
system. When you connected to the apartment system .,it
became an extension of your system. You are responsible.

really Is such a device?

Since the apartmenthouse owner has refused to rewire the

A

the building at your own expense (or otherwise correct the

description is a Utility Climber #UC-101 manufactured by

problem) or you can refuse service to the building until their

Amacker Products, Inc. We are sending a brochure on it. It is

wiring is corrected. The FCC suggests that a decision be

portable and allows you to climb poles without climbers. We

made before the irate neighbors notify them. Happy wiring.

building, the FCC says you have two choices. You can rewire

• The only "climbing device" which resembles your

We've got'em in stock!

©
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eTRIPLE CROWN
•
ELECTRONICS INC.

\\°
ORS
For your
Earth Station needs!

..,...,...

moDULI\

. I.F. modulation at moderate price
. In-the-field channel change
. Meter both video and sound modulation levels
. High impedance or 600 ohm
. 6 to 270 MHz frequency range

audio

input

Ten pole ban pass filter

.,-

.

7

-- -

MODEL HE-P SIGNAL PROCESSOR
The HE Series of processors and modulators
was designed to meet todays needs of small
systems for high quality processing and

The TM-2400A TV modulator brings the advantages of IF modulation within reach of almost
any CATV and CCTV system. It can be used with
film chains, cameras, VTRs or TV demodulators.
In addition, the TM-2400A is the only unit in
its price range with easy, in-the-field channel
change, a feature usually found only on more
expensive modulators.

25 *:-

*WA

405 N. Earl Ave.
Lafayette, IN 47904
Call Toll Free 800-428-7596
Indiana 800-382-7526

adjacent channel loading at an economical
price. All frequency conversions are crystal
controlled and have IF accessibility. Input
signal range: baseband or 5-900 MHz.
Output signal range 5-300 MHz.

Write or call: 42, RACINE ROAD,
REXDALE, ONTARIO, M9W 2Z3.
Tel. (416) 743-1481

1111

We specialize in being active!

What

gDiu see is what
g)ou're looking for

What you don't
see makes the
difference.
Traps bj Eagle!

Trap For Tiered Service!
Perfect For One
Or Multichannels.
What you see is the Eagle Comtronics name, sign
of Eagle Quality, stamped on our notch filter trap.
THE EAGLE TRAP IS THE SUREST, MOST
ECONOMICAL WAY TO SECURE YOUR SYSTEM'S
PREMIUM CHANNELS — that's what you're looking
for.
What you don't see is inside the trap. And that
makes the difference. Our trap is completely potted
to prevent absorption and to stabilize the circuitry.
The Eagle trap is also stable over a wide temperature
range, (-40' to +140°F), and can
withstand a half ton of pull.
There's more, too:

COMTRONICS INC.
7841 West River Road
Baldwinsville, New York 13027
(315) 638-2586
In Canada: Deskin Sales Montreal • Toronto • Vancouver
(416) 493-1412
CALL TOLL FREE

800-448-3311

• Choice of channels 2-10,
including midband
• No subscriber access to
security system
• Designed for tiered service
• Nickel plated brass housing
resists corrosion
Pay channel video carrier
rejection averages better than
-60dB with 200 kHz notch width
• Band elimination filter- either 3
channel or 9 channels (GHI or
A through I)
• Upper adjacent video carrier
incursion of less than 2dB
• Indoor and outdoor security
shields available
• Machined and interlocked
housing is stronger than
standard traps with welded or
soldered cases

1

Actual Size

'

When Quality Counts..

CÁIV [l H1\

•..count on
ELECTRONICS INC

A
PRODUCT
RMS ELECTRONICS. INC.
50 ANTIN PLACE
BRONX. N.Y. 10462
CALL COLLECT (212) 892-1000

